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page eleven
Murray State's sporting events return to as normal as possible after September's
terrorist attacks that halted professional and collegiate sports nationwide.
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Student arrested
on drug charges
BY J ASON BILLINGSLEY
News EDITOR

M ARCI OWEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Benjamin Caleb Willis, an 18year-old freshman from Murray,
was arrested Thursday on five
drug possession and trafticking
charges related to charges of
first-degree r.1pe and lirst-degree
sodomy filed against him last
week.
The charges were trafficking
in a controlled substance within
I ,000 yards of a school, a class D
felony punishable by 1-5 years in
prison and a fine of $1,000$10,000 if convicted: trafficking
in a controlled substance
(methamphetamine) in the first
degree, a class C felony punishable by 5-10 years in prison and a
fine of $1,000-$10,000 if convicted; possession of marijuana. a
class A misdemeanor punishable
by up to I year in prison and a
$500 tine if convicted; possession of drug paraphernalia first
offense, a class A misdemeanor
punishable by up to I year in
prison and a $500 line if convicted; and possession of a controlled
substance (cocaine) in the first
degree. a class D felony punishable by 1-5 years in prison and a
S 1,000-$10.000 fine if convicted.
Willis' bail was set at $10,000
cash. It was paid by Dale Willis
and Jay Wells of Murrny.
According to the evidence log
filed after a search warrant was
carried out to examine the contents of Willis' Franklin College
room. the police found the fol-

lowing: a fuse box with white
powder residue found in a purple
Crown Royal bag, a Vera Pelle
billfold that tested positive for
cocaine, several $1 00 and $20
bills, a brown-glass multi-color
smoking pipe with suspected
cannabis residue, a Bell Mason
jar with cannabis plant tops
(green and not dried) that tested
positive for THC, a small plastic
bag with pipe screens, two ash
trays with suspected cannabis
residue and two pieces of broken
mirror with white powder substance that police on the scene
tested positive for cocaine.
In an affidavit filed Sept. 23,
the female complainant said
Willis told her that he had been
thrown out of an Alpha Tau
Omega party on Sept 22 for selling cocaine. In an elevator ride to
the woman's room at Regents
College, she claimed Willis
showed her a $I 00 bill and several $20 bills in his wallet.
ATO President David Perlow
issued a stltement saying: "We
do not want to release any information to impede the Commonwealth's investigation. We are
cooperating with the Commonwealth in their investigation."
IFC Adviser Jim Saurer said he
could not comment on the new
charges until he received more
information .
Public Safety Director David
DeVoss was not available for
comment on Thursday.
Willis' arraignment on all
charges will be Oct. 22 at 9 a.m.
in Calloway County Circuit
Court.
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With the addition of two
restaurants, the Bull Pen Steaks
and Spirits and the Big Apple
Cafe. students who once complained about the lack of
restaurants in Murray are now
eating their words.
Robert Danielson, co-owner
of the Big Apple Cafe, which
opened Tuesday. said besides
the addition of mixed drinks.
few differences exist between
the new Murray location,
which will also feature Saturday-night bands. and the former Puryear location.
"We brought our menu up
here, and we're going to
expand on the menu," Danielson said. "The place is a linle
bit bigger, and we have two private dining rooms. and me bar
is separate from the dining
rooms. That's the only real difference ...
Danielson said the new
restaurant was designed to
attruct a wider variety of customers. not just college students.
"That's why we separated the
bar from (the dining rooms),"
he said. ··we also have nonsmoking and ~;moking. so we
definitely have more of a family atmosphere."
The large crowd that showed
up for Tuesday's opening of the
new location was somewhat
overwhelming to the owners,
Danielson said. But he foresees
no problems in maintaining the
70-30 ratio of food sales to
drink sales, as required by state
law under the restaurant referendum.
Danielson said about threefourths of the staff is college
students.
"They work out really well
for us for the pan-time help.
and we've got .s ome fuJI-time
help as well that's usually not
college students," he said.
Bartenders and serve~ are to
consult with the owners when
they believe :.omeone has had
too much to drink. but Danielson said he does not think
drinking and driving will be a
problem.
"For the most part, this
crowd that comes in here is
really good about (not drinking

we leave, and that means that
they've called somebody to
come and get them. I see a lot
of people walking out of here
with cell phones because
they're calling for a ride, and
I had the cab come at lea<;t
twice (fuesday) night."
Lawrence Blakemore,
general manager at Bull
Pen Steaks and Spirito;,
which opened Monday. said the restauranrJbar offers a large
variety of food and
drinks.
"Our menu ranges from
$3.95 all the way up to
$27.95," Blakemore said.
"We serve certified, black
Angus, which is the top of
the line beef product on
the market today. We have
lobster tails, filet mignon. rib
eyes, New York strips, all the
pastas you could possibly want.
We have nine different desserts
made fresh datly."
Blakemore said the restaurant hao; three level~. with the
main bar on lhe top floor. a
4,000 square-foot game room
on the ground floor and a dining area that seats more than
250 people on the main floor.
Blakemore said the Bull Pen
will also have a different event
almost every night and will try
to offer something for everyone.
··Monday. we'll feature Monday Night Football," Blakemore said. "Tuesday night in
the game room, we'll have pool
tournaments and golf tourna·
ments. We'll have live bands
on Wednesday night. Thursday
night.-., we are going to have
karaoke. Friday nights, we will
do stand-up comedy, but we're
not going to start that probably
for about a month. Saturday
night will just be dinner night."
Blakemore said he did not
believe achieving 70 percent of
sales from food would be a
problem.
"First of all. we are a steak
house that just happens to serve
alcohol," he said. "Our percentage right now is about 76-to·
24."
In addition to double check-

see RESTAURANTS I 14

For those under 21 wbo are eating out for dinner. an early start
adds a larger variety of menu
choices.
Heather Duffy. Fifteenth and
Olive manager, said the resraurant
generally does not let minors
in unescorted after 8 p.m.,
unless they are there soley
to eat.
"We card at the door,
and a lot of times, we card
a second time," she said.
Co Becky Carr. Saturdays'
manager, said it's not
specifically people under 21,
but people under 18 that
management do not prefer in
the restaurant after 8 p.m.
"It ki nd of depends on
the circumstance," Carr said.
"If they're here with their parents and would like to have something to eat. that's fine."
Carr said on karaoke nights,
someone is at the door to card
between 7 and 7:30.
Carr said the resraurant hao; not
had a problem with people under
21 attempting to buy alcoholic
beverages.
"No, actually we've only had a
few (minors try to buy alcohol),"
Carr said. "(We have had more
problems with) people over 21
buying for minors."
Redofo Sitonim, El Tequila's
manager, said the restaurant ha<;
had the same problem, which
prompted their underage cus-

tomer policy. which includes
restricting those under 2 I on par·
ticularly busy nights, such as
karaoke night.
"When it's full. and you're
undemge, your friends can get
you a drink," Sitonim said. "It's
hard to keep your eye open when
there are 75 or 100 people in here.
If you just come for dinner, you
can eat, but at separate tlbles."
Raben Danielson, Big Apple
Cafe co-owner, said the restaurant
is in me process of formulating a
policy for customers under 21.
"It came up last night when we
had underage people come at ten
o'clock, and we just wouldn't let
them in." Danielson said. ··we're
going to set a policy that after a
certain titne here, you can't come
in unless you're 21."
Danielson said if a family were
to come with children after the
specified time, it would not apply,
but the policy would mainly
affect college students , under 21
just coming in to hang out.
··You have to be 21 after nine
o'clock to stay for bands anyway.
and most people have eaten supper by then anyway," he said.
Danielson said no exceptions
would be gmntcd for those under
21 who are designated drivers.
"No. not in town here," he said.
"A de:-;ignated driver to me is
someone who comes back and
pick.<; somebody up. In Puryear,
we would let them do it, but all
you've got to Jo is call somebody

see RESTRICTIONS /14
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Senion R eagan Engler, from Eddyville, Cammi Blalock,
from Mur ray and Ellen Uddberg, from Murray bartend at
the Bull Pen. One of their responsibilities is to card Individuals before serving alcohol.

National Guard, reserves wait for call
8 Y LAURA SHOEMATE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As the rubble that was once the
·world Trade Center is cleared
from the streets of New York and
President Bush sends out his call
to action against terrorism, Murray State and Ft. Campbell are
preparing for the tasks ahead.
'
On Ft. Campbell. the reverberations of the Sept. ll tragedy
have already hit the staff of Murray State· s education center.
Traffic delays caused by heightened security on Ft. Campbell
have forced the staff to move
their classes to Murray's Hop·
kinsville Community College
site and the Ft.Campbell Education Center h now operating on
temporary hours of operation.
Still. even in thi-. state of

national emergency, Murray
State is committed to educating
its Ft. Campbell .students in the
mo'it comfortable way possible,
and site representative Geri Hester hopes to be opemting the Ft.
Campbell site normally within
the next few week:-;.
While on the Murray campus,
normal operation is already a
reality, but that too soon may be
changing.
With
expected
military
deployments in the near future,
Murray State is looking at making provisions for deployed students.
"We want to do everything we
can to support our country:· said
Jim Vaughan. interim dean of
Admissions and Registration.
"I'm sure there will be some
called to duty," :.aid Joyce Gor-

---

don, assistant vice president of
human resources.
The University does not keep
records of the number of staff
serving in the National Guard.
·•Jn normal times we don't
have a need to track that number
down." Gordon said. Gordon
said for the staff, that Murray
State anticipates it will have to
make alternate arrangements in
case of deployment.
Dean of Continuing Education
John Yates said for the students,
the administration is promising

to support anyone who is called
by official orders from any one
of the US Anned Forces.
"The University has determined that anyone who has a to
leave for active duty reasons will
receive a full refund and will be
allowed to leave classes without
penalties," Yates said.
Students who must leave
because of deployment need to
contact the University. If there is
no information to su_ggest otherwise, deployed students will
remain enrolled in classes and
this could affect their ucaJemic
standing.
On the main campu.<>. students
need to visit the Admissions
office with proof of deployment.
and extended campus students
need to see their :-;ite representatives.
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IFC passes first section
of new constitution
The Interfraternity Council
voted unanimously at its weekly
meeting on Tuesday to pass the
first part of its new constitution.
To have more time to debate
issues regarding the constitution,
IFC decided this year to divide
the debate into three separate
parts. Each part requires twothirds of the fraternities' votes to

Area Master Gardener Research
and Demonstration Gardens on
Coleman Road in Paducah. She
also started the Garden Gurus
program which annually brings
gardening experts to speak in
Paducah in January.
Keeney graduated with honors
and a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture from Arkansas State University in 1992. She has also
served as a graduate assistant in
Agronomy at Murray Stale.

pass.
The part of the constitution
passed on Tuesday dealt with the
name and purpose of the IFC,
membership and voting, powers
of the IFC and the officers of the
IFC and their responsibilities.
The second part of the constitution debate, which should take
place in two weeks, will deal with
IFC Rush Policies.

WKMS-FM welcomes
gardening commentator
WKMS-FM announced Kathy
Keeney as the station's new gardening commentator on Tuesday.
Keeney has been the McCracken County Extension Agent for
Horticulture since 1996. She
works closely with the two-state,
nine-county Master Gardener
Volunteer program.
Her commentaries are now
aired weekly during the WKMS
programs "Morning Edition"
from National Public Radio and
Meridian.
Kenney initiated the Purchase

NPR Ombudsman
to discuss strategies
National Public Radio's Jeffrey
Dvorkin will discuss "Mission
and Opportunity in Public
Radio" at a public forum 7 p.m.
on Monday in the Freed Curd
Auditorium.
Dvorldn, the staff ombudsman
at NPR, will discuss the role of
modem radio news, and will
address NPR's special coverage
in the wake of September's terrorist assaults. The network was
forced to adapt to fast-changing
events and had to quickly redevelop its profile in spot news and
feature reporting.
Ovorldn also will host a public
luncheon reception 11:30 a.m.1:30 p.m. on the eighth floor of
the Doyle Fine Arts Building on
Monday to hear listener opinions
aboutNPR
Dvorkin's visit is part of the
Broadcasters in Residence program, sponsored by the Association of Schools of Journalism and
Mass Communication, with
funding from the John S. and

-~ tl1e

murray
t:Jstate

news

James L. Knight Foundation.
The public is invited to both
events.

Psychological Center
available for use
The Murray State Psychological Center is o~ once again and
is offering affordable services to
those in need.
The Psychological Center
serves clients experiencing
depression or anxiety disorders.
Other clients of the center may be
struggling with adjustments to
changes in life circumstances,
such as moving to a new city, the
break-up of an important relationship or the loss of a loved one.
The Psychological Center provides high quality service at a low
cost by operating as a training
facility for advanced master's
degree students. The clinicians
work under the close supervision
of Director Laura Liljequist and
Renae Duncan, both state
licensed psychologists.
The center offers ils services on
a sliding-scale basis, with fees
depending on family income and
the number of people in the
household
To become a client or for more
information, phone the center at
762-2504 or come by the center
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday or
Friday from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. at its
office on the fourth floor of
Wells Hall.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Assistant Ntws Editor Marci
Owen.

•PoliceBeat

1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ing rocks and other objects and his car at the Houton Agriculture ~
Thursday, Sept. 27
3:28 a.m. Someone reported a
friend's roommate's ex-boyfriend
had been calling and harassing her
friend a ll night at Elizabeth College.
A resident director called to check
on the subject's welfare.
11:46 p.m . A group of people by the
tables between Clark anCl Richmond colleges was very loud . The
group was gone upon officer
arrival.

Friday, Sept. 28
4:39 a.m. Six to seven individuals

were making loud noises in the
parking lot of Richmond College. ·
4 p.m. A possible assault and
harassing communication was
reported to the Murray State Athletic Department.

Saturday, Sept. 29
1:07 a.m. Officers responded to a
fight in progress at the Sigma Chi
house. Four individuals who were
not supposed to be on the property
were told to vacate the property.
The Murray Police Department
escorted the individuals off the
property.
2:10 a.m. An individual was running back and forth between
Franklin, Springer and. Hart colleges. An officer advised that the
subject was a student at Elizabeth
College who had forgotten his Racercard and could not gain access to
his dorm room.
2:12 p .m. Two children were throw-

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
~ 762·4478

l

Fax: 762-3175

•

• E-Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu

MURPHY

·u s

.,

shouting obscenities from the
eighth floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building.
9:01 p .m. The smell of marijuana
was reported in Elizabeth College.
Officers found nothing, and the
smell was gone upon arrival.

Building.
10:07 p.m. Three subjects in the

mall area of the University ..
appeared to have been drinking
alcohol. The subjects were given a
ride to their residential colleges.

Wednesday, Oct. 3

Sunday, Sept. 30
2:56 a.m. In a courtesy stop by an
officer, subjects were told their
vehicle was dragging com stalks.
4:02 a.m. An officer was at Richmond College in reference to an
alcohol violation. A housing disciplinary referral was fLied.
8:58 a.m. Clifton Edwards, a nonstudent, was arrested for DUI at
Sav-a-Ton.

Monday, Oct. 1
8:16 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for no registration at Hwy.
121 and Gilbert Graves Drive.
8:20 a.m. Criminal damage to a coat
rack at the Special Education Building was reported. The incident is
under investigation.
3:06 p .m. A bicycle in the city limits
was reported stolen at Public Safety.

Tuesday, Oct. 2
8:15 a.m. A citation was issued for
expired registration at 15th and
Poplar streets.
1:07 p.m. A subject reported an incident with five male juveniles in
which one of the juveniles spit on

9:35 a.m. An officer was assisting a 1
subject in getting turned around as
the subject was traveling the wrong 1
way on a one-way street at 15th and
Olive streets.
Noon An arrest warrant was issued
for Ben jamin Willis, a freshman
from Murray, w ho was charged last
week with first-degree rape and 1
first-degree sodomy in connection
with an incident which occured
Sept. 23 in Regents College. Because '
of evidence found in the search of
Willis' room on Sept. 23, he was '
arrested and charged with five
counts of drug contraband Oct. 4.
11:52 p.m. The Murray Police ·
Department advised a couple •
dozen horses, coming from the
west farm, were seen in a subdivision near Jameswood Drive. Interim Director of Agriculture James
Rudolph and Farm Manager Barry
Simmons were contacted.

Motorist assists - 8
Racer escorts - 5

Police Bttzt is compiled by Assistant
NeUJS Editor Marci Owen from materi-.
als provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed.
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McConnell introduces bill to make
bogus charities federal crime

Six dead after passenger
attacks bus driver

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Mitch McConnell,
R-Ky., says the federal government has to do more
to protect Americans from con artists who operate
phony charities.
He introduced legislation Tuesday that makes it a
specific federal cri'!le to solicit donations for bogus
charities.
McConnell says the bill is needed because telemarketing law addresses the fraudulent sale of goods
and services and contest solicitations but not appeals
for charitable donations.
Prosecutors rypically go after charity scam operators for violations such a." wire fraud, but McConnell
said this biU would give prosecutors another statutory tool and would boost the penalties for those convicted.
"These scam artists often prey on senion;, because
of their compassion and desire to help," McConnell
said. "These are the worst rype of criminals, stealing
money from Americans who believe they're helping
to feed. clothe and house those in need."
McConnell said he was motivated by reports of
chariry scams in which people have been using the
Sept. ll terrorist attacks to make money.
·
Eileen Harrington, director for marketing practices at the Federal Trade Commission, said the
agency is able to go after bogus charities under existing consumer protection law, but McConnell expects
his bill to clarify and strengthen that authoriry.

MANCHESTER. Tenn. (AP) • A
Greyhound bus crashed Wednesday
after a passenger attacked the driver, a
witness said. Six of the 40 people
aboard were lcilled, and Greyhound
temporarily halted service nationwide
as a precaution.
The bus crashed after a passenger
slit the driver's throat, a woman on
board told a Nashville television station. Authorities said they could not
confmn that, but a hospital official
said the driver was treated for a laceration of the neck and was stable after
surgery.
U.S. Justice Department spokeswoman Susan Dryden said it was too
early to tell if the accident was terrorist-related, but the agency didn't
believe so.
She said the man had a Croatian
passport. It could not immediately be
determined whether he survived.
Six were confirmed dead at the
scene, and the 34 other people on
board, including the driver, were
injured, Keeton said. She said the
injured were t.alcen to at least six hospitals. The extent of the injuries was not
immediately determined.
Greyhound has set up a toll-free
phone number for relatives ~>eeking
information about passengers 800884-2744.

FBI raid based on mistaken Identity

BURLINGTON (AP) - The raids that resulted in
at least 25 people taken into custody following the
terrorist attacks on New York were based on mistaken identifications, the FBI said.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation was following a tip when it searched three apartment complexes in northern Kentucky on Sept. 21. All but four of
those taken into custody were released the same day.
Attorney Rus[)' O'Brien, who is representing some
of those kept in custody. said all four apparently
have been released without being charged.
Ed Boldt, spokesman for the FBrs office in
Cincinnati, said the agency was following an evidently enuneous tip that some of those who hijacked
planes and flew them into the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon had lived in northern Kentucky.
: Muslims from north Africa were taken into custody. Four were detained because of possible immignuion violation!> unrelated to the attacks.
, Witnesses who saw photographs of the hijackers
told authorities they believed that some of them had
lived in the apartment complexes that were searched.
: Boldt said after executing the search warrants and
conducting interviews, the initial photograph identifications, while made in good faith, were mistalcen.

..
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Rep. Condit considers
re-election campaign
LOS ANGELES {AP) • Rep. Gary
Condit considers re-election "a real
possibility," despite the furor over his
relationship with missing intern Chandra Levy, a campaign consultant said
Condit began collecting petition signatures this week. campaign consultant Richard Ross told the Los Angeles
Times in Wednesday's editions.
Condit aides in Washington and
California did not return calls by The
Associated Press.
Condit has never said publicly
whether he plans to run for re-election
but Ross said he expects a full campaign, including public appearances. to
get under way next month.

California law allows major party
congressional candidates to qualify for
the ballot either by paying $1,451 or
obtaining the signatures of 3,000 regis·
tered voters.
Condit was considered to have a
lock on re-election until his relationship with Levy surfaced. The 24-yearold woman from Condit's district vanished May 1 from her Washington
apartment.
Condit, 53, is not considered a suspect in her disappearance. He has
acknowledged having an extramarital
affair with Levy, according to a police
source.
Condit has been abandoned by some
leading Democrats, including House
Minority Leader Dick Gephan:lt and
California Gov. Gray Davis, his longtime friend and political ally. Several
California newspapers have called for
his resignation.

One dead, two injured In
military recmit van wreck
LEXINGTON, N.C. (AP) - A van
carrying mjJjtary recruits ran off a
highway and flipped over, killing one
man and seriously injuring the driver
and another pa."-senger.
The accident occurred Tuesday
when the driver of the van attempted
to pa.'is a tractor-trailer, state trooper
R.T. Simmons said. The van flipped
over several times before crashing
into a tree.
The van had left Asheboro, N.C.,
with 12 new Army and Air Force
recruits. It was heading to Charlone,
where two more recruits were to be
picked up, Simmons said.
Oliver McDougall, 27, was pronounced dead at a local hospital.
The driver, Janet Rights, 47, and
one of the recruits were airlifted to a
hospital in Winston-Salem. Rights
was listed in serious conclition and the
recruit, who name was not released.
was in critical condition.
The other 10 passengers were treated for minor injuries and released.
The van belonged to Highland
Express, a Raleigh-based shuttle service for the military. Simmons said.
Simmons said the cause of the accident was under investigation and
charges were pending.

London pollee arrest
suspected terTorist
LONDON (AP) - Anti-tenurism police arrested a 24-year-old
man after he attempted to board a
train for Europe, police said
Wednesday.
Securiry personnel at London's
Waterloo station were alerted by
the unidentified suspect's travel
documents, police said. He was
detained Monday as he tried to
board a Eurostar train, and antiterrorism police later arrested him
under Britain's Terrorism Act
A
Metropolitan
Police
spokesman said it was too early to
say whether the arrest was related
to the Sept. J I terror attacks in the
United States. The spokesman
would not give the suspect's destination or any details about the
man.
The suspect was being questioned at a central London police
station, police said. The Terrorism Act allows police to hold a
suspect for seven days without
charge.
Several suspects are being held
by British police and immigration
authorities in the wake of the
attacks on the United States.
Among them is Lotfi Raissi, 27,
an Algerian pilot accused of
inslructing some of the hijackers
who crashed a plane into the Pen-

tagon.

Muslim clerics cancel
plans to visit Taliban

iban Islamic patties had ~
to travel to the militia's headquarters in the southern Mghan ciry of
Kandahar to meet leader Mullah
Mohammed Omar, according to
Ameerul Az.eem. a spokesman for
one of the parties. the Jamaat-elslami, or Islamic Party.
The trip was called off because
the clerics simply saw no chance
of a breakthrough, Az.eem told
The Associated Press by telephone from Lahore.

U.S. asks for support
from NATO allies
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) The United States asked its
NATO allies Wednesday to make
specific contributions to help it
tight terrorism and punish Osama
bin Laden as the key suspect in
the Sept. 11 attacks in New York
and Washington, a NATO
spokesman said.
"The list of operational measures is being actively considered
by the allies," said spokesman
Yves Brodeur.
Brodeur said he could not
divulge contents of the list, but
said it involved both possible military support as well as indirect
assistance in the fight against terrorism.
He said the United States did
not set a deadline for the allies to
respond. nor clid it make specifJC
requests of particular allies.
"The NATO allies will look at
this and they will have flexibiliry
irr what they are prepared to
offer," Brodeur said.

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)Disheartened by an escalating crisis, Pakistani Muslim clerics said
Wednesday they bad canceled Scottish Muslim
plans to visit the headquarters of mosquedalllqld
Afghanistan's ruling militia. the
EDINBURGH, Scotland (AP)
latest signal that options may be - A fire that damaged a mosque
running out for the Taliban.
in the city center early WednesEven as their isolation grew.
day
may have been set by politithough. Taliban leaders accused
cal
extremists.
police said.
of sheltering terrorism suspect
Osama bin Laden told the world _
No one was hurt by the fire
in English - that they were pre- that damaged part of the prayer
pared to negotiate and clidn't want • area at the Pakistan ~ssociation
war.
Mosque and Commumty Center,
Leaders of four major pro-Tal· police said. Firefighters extin-

guished the blaze.
Police said they were treating
the fire as suspicious and forensic elt~ns were investigating it.
Police Inspector Dave Sturrock declined to say if the blaz.e
could have been a misguided
effon at revenge for the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks in the United
States. Several Muslims have
been attacked in Britain in incidents attributed by police to the
American attacks.
Edinburgh city councilor
Sheila Kennedy said: ''If it is the
case that this is a racis1 attack.
then the people responsible for
such intimidation are guilty of
the same extremism and intolerance that they claim to deplore in
others."

Pope cals for rell8lons
to repudiate violence
VATICAN CITY (AP)- Pope
John Paul non Wednesday called
on Christians and Muslims to
repudiate violence. insisting that
religion must never be cause for
war.
Holding his weekly general
audience in St Peter's Square,
John Paul reflected on his pilgrimage last month to Kazakstan,
a heavily Islamic nation where he
also met with CatholiC!i.
'1'here I encouraged them to
work with Muslims to favor the
authentic progress of society," the
pope said. "From that country,
where followers of various religions live together peacefully, I
reaffirmed with foo:e that religion
must never be used as cause for
contlict."
While the pope has called for
restraint in the wake of the Sept·
11 terrorist attacks in the United'
States, he also supports measures;
to "bring those responsible to jus-,
tice," the Vatican spokesman,•
Joaquin Nav~Valls, ha'> told'
reporters.
World Briefly is compiled by
News Editor Jason Billingsley.

areer 'fair
WednesdaY, October 17, 2001

•

10:00 AM-2:00PM
•
Curris Center, 3rd Floor

Check the web site for a continuous listing of participants at:
http ://campus.murraystate.edu/servlces/careerservlces/careerfal r. htm
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

~er

~rvices
21 0 Ordway Hall
Murray, KY 42071
762-3735 career.services @murraystate.edu
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Parking issues can be solved
Our VIeW
ISSUE:
MURRAY STATE'S

T

PARKING
PROBLEMS HAVE
WORSENED THIS

K

YEAR.

P OSITION:
THERE ARE
SOLUTIONS TO
THE PARKING
DILEMMA, BUT
THE UNIVERSITY
SEEMS MORE
CONTENT TO
REMAIN INACTIVE.

What fall television
show are you most
looking forward to?
"Friends, to
find out who
is the father
of Rachel's
baby."
•

Mn.ANII! HI!LTSLIY

senior, MIJfTiy,

"Saturday
Night Live,
because it's
relaxing."
A DAM SCHMEING
~.Cinclnattl

"Friends,
because it's
a great show
and I love
it."
ERIN McMUUEN
scpllomore, SIWm, IN.

In high school, only the
nerds rode the bus. How silly
that kind of ridicule looks now
as commuters hike 10 minutes
1!-l\NK IV
from Hamilton Street to class.
Murray State's parking probkEEP 1)-RlVINGI' lJP TAA~
lem is not limited to a lack of
parking spaces. The problem is
W~'f
t=ehl M.lLE"SJ
the University's backw¥d zoning methods and failure to
OF
acknowledge the monster they
have created.
?A~\<t~Et
. For example, the 53 College
Courts residents with parking
tags have their leisurely choice
of 472 available parking
spaces, while students in
White and Regents College
must park in medians, restricted parking and handicapped.
spaces because the University
sold 21 more brown parking
tags than spaces availablein
~at area.
Commuters have a right to
grumble about the over-abundance of faculty parking
spaces. There are l ,515 empty
faculty and staff spaces that
commuters could be utilizing.
Despite numerous student
complaints, the University has
not offered any explanations or
solutions for the parking
chaos. Instead, officials seem
more content to reiterate that
other universities have worse
Hall and Cutchin Fieldhouse could be dou-.
parking problems and students should just cover the cost.
However,
a
continuous
shuttle
service
ble-zoned to accommodate Regents and.
get used to walking.
But there are solutions to the parking from long-distance commuter parking White Colleges' overflowing lots.
Assigning parking spaces to the faculty
dilemma. A parking garage would be ideal, would be an economical solution.
The University could also make more members near their offices would allow
but the economy's current status would
probably restrict Murray State from receiv- lots double zoned for faculty/staff and stu- commuters to park in the un-assigned
ing a government grant large enough to dents. The street-side spaces beside Mason spaces, and relieve stress for all parties.
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• YourOpinion
Majority· of Americans embrace
prayer, not unconstitutional

"Austin City
Limits, so I
can see
some of my
favorite
musicians."

To the Editor.
I am responding to the Sept. 21 commenby Kyle Shadoan. Specifically, I would
like to target the obvious inconsistencies
contained in his statements.
Shadoan said he would become, "offended and upset" if people "pushed their views"
on him. The irony was, he was doing exactly that: pushing his views on others. It seems
Shadoan has forgotten the United States is
ruled by democracy - by the people and for
the people. The leadership he attacked is
leadership we elected.
Unforrunately for Shadoan, the majority
of Americans believe in prayer and tberefore
elect similarly-minded individuals. President Bush has had the highest opinion rat·
ings of any president in history, which show
the people are strongly backing his decisions, and including, "asking everyone to
pray."
Many times in American history, a tiny
minority of people that was not afraid to
loudly voice its opinions have dominated the
majority. The majority has often remained
silent. As a result, they have been punished.
It's time for this to stop. This is not. and
never will be, an atheistic, communist government It is a government where people
have the right to choose.
·
Today, the overWhelming majority chooses to pray, and we live in a wonderful country that allows it to do so. This is democracy
at its best. Implying that this is unconstitutional seems nothing short of ridiculous.
Finally, the thing that bothered me most
was Shadoan seemed to consider his own
perspective more important than comfort
and hope for the victims. I seriously doubt
anyone was hurt or offended by an entire
nation rising up and praying for them. More
than likely, they were encouraged.
Prayer has been an invaluable help for
these people. Millions of Americans have
found comfort, peace and hope through
prayer. Why would anyone want to take that
away?
tary

"Friends,
I just love it.
I thlnk it's
hilarious."
jEANNE BARNES
junior, Murrlf
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Praying has ability to overcome
difficulties of tragedy, life
To the Editor:
This letter is addressed to Kyle Shadoan in
response to his commentary in the Sept 21
edition of "The Murray State News."
Shadoan, it is a wonderful thing that we

have the freedom in thb beloved country to
voice our opinion. Ye... our country was
founded on freedom of religion. but if you
search hard enough you will know that our
forefathers wanted to worship God in their
way. not in the ways the English expected
them to worship.
The Bible was and is the book brought to
this land to guide our daily lives. However,
we perceive the Bible in many different
ways. But of all the differences, one thing
stands the same: our God sent his son to
deliver us from ourselves. His name is Jesus,
and he lived and walked on this earth teaching God's word. He gave his life so that we
may live eternally after this life on earth with
our Father in heaven.
•
You say that we should not pray in public.
Let me tell you of a child I know. Her name
is Patsy, she was six years old in 1969, and
she had leukemia. On her deathbed she was
so ill and her body so swollen from medica·
tion, her little body was unable to move. But,
she raised herself and lifted her hands to the
sky and spoke three words. "Yes. Yes, Yes,"
then again three words. "Jesus, Jesus,
Jesus," and she laid down and never opened
her eyes again.
Jesus delivered her from her suffering. He
came to her bedside and took her home.
Shadoan. children never lie. Patsy was close
to her Lord, more then I have ever seen ·in
another person in my lifetime. I am her sis·
ter. I am now 44 years old and not a day goes
by that I don't think of that day. Pray, you
better believe it!
We can't help those that have died. but we
can help those that still live. We can prepare
to meet our maker. Our forefathers died to
protect our right to pray and my prayer for
you, Shadoan. is that you will meet Jesus,

too.

age means nothing to her. 1 received the email about the teddy bear collection and J
knew it was a way to help in a way I couldn't before. I went to Puryear School and
placed a drop box there, and then 1 placed a
drop box in the Hazel Post Office. In one
week, we turned in one huge box and four
heavy trash bags filled with bears.
I would like to say, yes. we do need to
send money as well as blood to New York
and Washington D.C. But I ask you. after a
transfusion (which I hope the children
wouldn't need). and after rhe dinner that
money bought, what are you left with'/
Children need something to put their arms
around. to hold on to, to cry upon when they
are alone. They need to be able to put their
arms around ~omething that gives them
comfort and security after everything that
was taken away by the terrorist acts. They
need to know. if not understand, that someone thousands of miles away wanted to say I
love and I care for you in a way that will stay
behind after the money has been spent.
I am reminded in closing that when my
own father died when I was six, our family
was hit hard•by the loss of his financial support. Yes, we were given a little money to
help us through our hard time, but the memory that stands out most in my mind is rhe
gift the next-door neighbor bought for me. It
was a teddy bear. Ftom a child's point-ofview, it touched me more deeply than the
money my mother received. My daughter
keeps her arms wrapped around that same
teddy bear when she goes to sleep each
night It lasted far longer than any money.
Alexa Driver
junior
Puryear. Tenn.

Staff-member's perceptiveness
receives praise from student

Marge Adkins
Springville, Tenn.

Teddy bears needed to comfort
children affected by tragedy
To the Editor:
I am responding to the leuer to the editor
last week written by Sam Arnett who felt the
teddy bear drive was unnecessary. It is clear
to me he doesn' t have children. 1 am the
mother of a 3-yenr-old daughter. We were
watching the televi~ion together as events
unfolded that Tuesday. When people began
~ending help to New York and Washington.
D.C.. we wanted to do l>Oinething.
I can"t give blood at the Red Cro~s
because I've recently had surgery. My
daughter and llive on a tight budget. but we
gave as much as we could. My daughter isn't
old enough to give blood. and money at this

To the Editor:
It is with great pleasure that r read and reread Stevie Lowery's Sept. 28 commentary.
"Cycle of hatred continues at home." Lowery has done a great job of highlighting the
stereotypical issue regarding Muslims and
Arabs in the United States as well as thl! rest
of the world.
I would like to thank Lowery as well as
the University on behalf of my wife (the
woman in Wai-Mart that Lowery referred to
in her commentary) and the Muslim and
Arab community in Murray for Lowery's
lofty human emotions vi5-a-vis my wife. and
also for her article's objectivity.
It is sad indeed the cycle of hatred continues even here. We have always regarded this
country to be one of rhe best places and so
we consider it a second home. I arn really

..
s--
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ern ,
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surprised the unexplainable grudge and
xenophobia has come to Murray.
However. we. as the Muslim Student
Organization at MSU. have denounced and
clearly declared the recent attacks aimed at
civilians to be utterly non-Islamic and hence
it is unwise to blame or look down at innocent people simply because he or she looks
or dresses differently. ll is true that. ··some
people simply do not know any better," and
that's why Murray State sponsored a discussion panel to illuminate the big dbtinction
between a Muslim and a terrorist.
Islam has always preached peace and it is
one of Allah's exalted names. Lowery's
ambivalent feelingl> were not strange in as
much as she is an · intelligent person who
would for certain question the validity of
what she reads and hears in the media before
judging our fellow humans.
,
Yet the srrangesl thing is that Lowery
opted for the best choice. which is to love
and not to hate. amidst the current
deplorable events. Thank you so much for
your kind feelings and support.
·
Hamad AI-Muneef
graduate student
Saudi Arabia

Freshmen senator acknowledges
campaign supporters, students
To the Editor:
I wanted to e~ttend a huge thank you to
everyone who supported me in the freshman
senator election last week. I want all the
freshmen to know I consider it a privilege to
hold this position. and 1 ·will strive to do my
very best to represent you in this way.
Keep your eyes open for the Student Government Association phone list. My phone
number and e-mail address will be included
on this list, and l want all freshmen to feel
free to contact me for whatever reason.
Thanks again.
Jenny Thomas
rreshman
Carlisle County

Write to us
"The Murray Srate News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Leuers
should be 300 word." or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, cla'isification, title or relationship to the University.
''The Murray State News'' reserves the right
to edit for style. length and contenL
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Student perspective
offers new solution
In My
Opinion

JusTGlVE
l'-\E' ,A PUS H.

I

DAVID
SHAMS
"BoTH
REGIONS - THE
UNITED STATES
AND THE
MIDDLE EAsT ARE IGNORANT
ABOUT EACH
OTHER."
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How should missi
Gideons
invade
space,
..
need to update methods
In My
Opinion

ERIN
RICHARDS
"FoR THE
STUDENTS
WHO ARE
TRULY
LOOKING FOR
SPIRITUAL
DIRECTION, A
SHRUNKEN.
MASS-PRINTED,
CHEAP
SUBSTITUTE
FOR A FAMOUS
WORK WILL
NOT CAPTIVATE
NOR
ENLIGHTEN
THEM."

5

On Beale Street in downtown Mem- sion handed to me on the street to validphis this summer, a very determined jfy the original manuscript's usefulChristian man stood in the middle of ness.
the street waving a 10-foot sign filled
For the students who truly are lookwith scripture while loudly announcing ing for spiritual direction, a shrunken.
"God's wofds" to bystanders.
mass printed, cheap substitute for a
The Christian radical, who didn't famous work. will not captivate nor
even pause in his announcements when enlighten them. A booklet and a smile
spirited tourists laughingly paused to will not convert a follower of Islam.
have their pictures taken beside him. just like it will taJc:e more than a
earned more respect from me than the brochure to convince a non-believ- ·
inescapable Gideons scattered around er.
,
Murray State' s campus Wednesday.
The Gideons
It was during the most intense part of s h o u l d
our rowing team run on Wednesday instead focus
recruitmorning that one of the Gideons tried to on
place his green Testament in my sweat- ment efforts
more
soaked hands. Carrying, and much less, with
reading a Bible has never been, nor will emotional
be, a supplement to my exercise. But appeal. Perhaps
beyond that, I don't enjoy people they wouldn't
meet so much
invading my personal space.
I'm sure the Gideons are very nice opposition from
men, and I wasn' t rude to the man when perturbed passerI politely gasped, "No thanks, .. but I bys if they held a
don't appreciate being bombarded by public demonstrasomeone' s grandfather trying to shove tion or a student
a mini-Bible in my hands, especially forum . Hasn' t it
when l' m focused on intense physical been said that converts have "connected
activity.
To me. the Gideons are a nuisance, with God" after hearbut I'm sure students are out there who ing the Bible read
could benefit from their mission. How- aloud?
Such ·a demonstration
ever, if the Gideons really want to
effectively spread the Christian mes- would be more informasage, they need to update their meth- tive to an interested stuods. Students become eyesore from dent and less invasive to
reading textbook print. so even for a the students who don't
potentially interested student. a booklet really care. Uninterested
in 6-point Times New Roman font is parties could simply walk
away, instead of having to
not an encouraging read.
Furthermore. the Gideons need to come face to face with the green-suited
define their audience and figure out Bible-pushers.
Tradition doesn't always work. The
who, exactly, will benefit from their
distributions. Most religious college Gideons' outreach methods, like their
students have a.) already joined an green suits. need a make over. Do a
organization they are content with dance, sing some. gospels. invite stuand/or b.) already have access to a dents to an informational dinner, but for
Bible, and therefore, don't need the Pete's sake, practice good Chrh;tian
Gideons' copies. They have their own morals by respecting my personal space
and saving God's trees.
version at home or at church.
A dictionary, like the Bible, is a valuable reference. I refer to one often for Erin RichardJ is the opinion editor for
guidance, but I don't need a pocket ver- "The Murray State News."

The past three weeks have been very diffiIn both regions misconceptions exist about
cull for this nation and the world: For the each other, leading to hostilities. I think
nation. it has been compared to our entry into everyene can agree with that. I see this as a
Wo rld War II. For me. it has been especially "flaw in our education. We must educate ourdifficult because my father is Iranian. I have selves about each other. It is very simple.
family who live in fran. some within 120
I can hear your remarks, "Schools are
mile:. of the Afghanistan border.
already stuffed with subjects they must
The most common question or debate I teach." That is beside the point. I am not askhear, no t just on campus, but on television ing the schools to teach it to you. I am asking
and e lsewhere, is "What is the solution?" you to teach yourselves.
That question holds a wide range of answen;.
Ask questions, read books, watch the news.
The majority of the time it is, "Let's go in These are just some of the things you can do
there with our guns blazin' ." Sometimes we to educate yourself. We must get rid of the
hear. " We must be rational and think this ignorance in our society. Not just as Amerithroug h before we end up with another Viet- cans, but as humans. Books about Islam and
nam."
the Middle East are readily available. includWhat we must realize is many of these are ing an easy read titled, "The Complete Idiots
just short-term solutions. I am not talking Guide to the Middle East Conflict."
about two or three months, either. Short-term
If you want a book that can give you a brief
solutio ns last a couple of years, maybe even and informative history of Islam, Karen Armfive. We need a long-term solution. So, strong, the world's foremost scholar on reliwhat's lo ng 't erm? I would have to say forev- gious affairs, wrote a book called. "Islam."
er is a good .start.
Both of these books can be bought or ordered
Yeah that's right. Forever.
from Books-a-Million in Paducah or on the
Ho w many people actually think we can Internet.
weed out all the terrorists? What about the
We cannot be satisfied with only being
militias within the United States ? You know, knowledgeable about our own society. Our
like the one that supports people like Timothy nation is a global community, and sooner or
Mc Veigh. We would have to get rid of them, later. we must learn about other cultures , not
too.
just our own.
In the latest issue of "Time," an article by
By now you are thinking, "So, what•s your
solution?" During the summer I had suggest- Karen Annstrong discussed the true Islam. It
. ed to my father that maybe the reason we included an excerpt from one of Islamic
have trouble with the Middle East is that we prophet Muhammad's last public speeches.
These are words he heard from Allah (God):
are not educated about them and vice-versa.
During the forum in the Freed Curd Audi- "0 people! We have formed you into nations
torium three weeks ago, one of the panelists and tribes so that you may know one another
mentioned something to that effect, but it was ... not to conquer, convert, subjugate, revile
more along the lines that he had to defend his or slaughter but to reach out toward others
religion here (he is Muslim), and when he with intell~gence and understanding:•
We are all human beings before anything.
goes home to the Middle East. he has to
defend the American way of life.
We come here for an education, so let' s eduLast Saturday. during a conversation with cate ourselves about the world.
my family. a solution came to me. This is a
long-term solution. not just a two-year program. Both reg ions - the United States and
Shams
is
a
sophomore
the Middle East - are ignorant about each David
other. This is a general statement, so excuse jouf'TUJJism/g/obal studies mJJjor from Bardstown, Ky.
me if I offend anyone.
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Gideons face hostility,
students should remain
open-rriinded, tolerant
The re are things fro m my first two me and handed me a copy of the New
years of college that l' II never forget. Testament. I thanked him, and went
The distinct seem of the halls of Hes- to class.
This scenario was nothing to me. I
ter College. the way chicken strips
taiite with any variety of have numerous copies of the New
potato product and the Testament, all in different colors, and
damage walking down the most of them were offered to me
hill to your car at the sta- either at this campus or somewhere
dium in heels can do to else.
But for the rest of the day, I had
your ankles.
I was rerrunded of trouble getting the images of the
s omething else from angry students in front of me out of
my residential college my head.
It is a fact of life that people are
years Wednesday on
my way to my Ger- going to have differing beliefs. Howman class. Since I ever, by simply accepting something
have moved off that someone hands to you doesn't
campus. making the mean you have to accept an entire
often-lengthy trek faith . 1t simp!y means you are open to
from the com- what they have to say.
To say any one person is completemuter parking lot
to Faculty Hall ly open-minded is a hypocritical
statement. Everyone has instinctive
ha~ been mainly
without the dis- biases.
The very concept of open-mindedtraction from
my first two ness is simply that: to keep an open
years: namely. mind. Blatantly opposing individuI don' t have to als' efforts to educate you about their
pass by the beliefs shows an unwillingness to
are a in front learn about their faith, even if you
of the Curris think you know everything there is to
Center. where know about it.
On the same token. if representarepresentatives from
different o rganizations stop you on tives of the Student Pagan Associayour way to class to bombard you tion or Secular Humanist groups
were handing out literature on camwith info rmation.
1-Jowever, o n my way to German pus. I wouldn't expect open-minded
c lass Wednesday. I saw a middle- individuals to be violently opposed to
aged man near the Quad passing out taking a copy. It wouldn' t be a symsmall gree n books to several stu- bol of violently denouncing God, just
de nts . As I a pproached. he said hello taking time to learn a little bit more
to some students a few yards in fro nt about what other people are about.
And, if all else fails . a simple "No.
of me and atte mpted to hand them a
thanks," would probably suffice.
book.
The studenl<> waved their hands in
protest and raised their voices ang rily
at the man fo r his offe r. As I Loree Stark is the eciitor in chief for
approached the man, he said he llo to "The Murray State News.''

In My
Opinion

LOREE
STARK
"BLATANTLY
OPPOSING
INDIVIDUALS'
EFFORTS TO
EDUCATE YOU
ABOUT THEIR
BELIEFS SHOWS
AN
UNWILLINGNESS
TO LEARN
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Mmray State will host Kentucky honor studettts at roundtable
IY Sevao A:w.A
STAff WRITER

To p,omote bOaor Student activities
Keatucky, Murray Stale will

tbrouabout

host the Keatucky Honon Round Table
today and Satwday ia.ebe Carris Center.
The Round !fable mhllkllwicc a year
- in tbe fall and aprinJ - and aillll to
foster indiVidual research ill bonor stu·

clenu dlrouabout the . . . .
Six lllliversities wiU be ~ted at

the event: Bastem Kentoety. KentUcky
State. Morebead Stale, the University of
Louisville, the Univetaity ot Keauacky

and Murray Slate.
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.lntroductio~s take pl.:e today, ~ spukiaa ao4 to pt. difterent
~- Oft various issues. 't
'"There wiU be 10111e very
ing topics presented." ..W Malt
..... MociUn
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African American alftu rectli. . . . . .
tion?• to •Recfisc:overiDa t~a~~it.oa;141
Mallnanstas said lhe Roand ~ Ja a

wn.e·u

prelude to some honors~~
padon in the Soutbem ._._. !ban
Coaference and the Natiqaal

·Tan all month for$19.95
•Early bird special with coupon
Mon.- Thurs. before noon
$4 off haircut
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fNihmiD. BowJtna Gr.\

,._..Society.
Some of tbe atacleats' projectS and
......-c:b may be ~ fOI'"preteata·
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brifiW to lilliead dliellGund T~ cbree
Will be ...... 30 tliaute pnllelltidoaS.

•Jt't ftlr ean• ·· ·rt~
753-BRIZ

'[he euttin

III*Y---~IMI
~

lea- -~~~-............

- - - - te/18 -

~········
Play..._.
••
Stop by the Campus Rec. Office (1st floor of ...
Currls Canter) to pick up a roster, or cal878 ~ 4418
for more Information.
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ProfesSors leave lasting memory with colleagues
BY LAURA SHOEMATE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State faculty remember James
Hammack and James Biggs ao; legends in
their own time.
While Hammack died in July and Biggs
in September. their influence remains in
the c.laily lives of many peers and students.
Biggs, fanner speech communication
and theater depanment chair, died on Sept.
24 in Marion, Ill.. where he resided. He
taught at Murray State from 1969 to 1986
and received the Board of Regents' Award
for Teaching Excellence in 1986. Biggs
wao;79.
"He truly was a guru of interpersonal

JAMES BIGGS

retired speech
communication and
theater departmont
chair

1922-2001

communication." said Barbara Malinauskas, director of basic courses in the
organi7..ational communications department (formerly known as the speech communication and theater depanment). "He
was a mentor for me.''
Malinauskas studied under Biggl> while
working toward her graduate degree. and
his influence touched her in many ways.
she said.
A jar of peppemtint candy outside her
office is a symbol of Mnlinauskas' fondness of her former professor.
"When I wa-; his student, Biggs would
lecture to at leru.t a hundred students per
class." Malin:mska~ said. "He would come
in with a big jar of candy and he would

throw several pieces into the crowd to
break the ice at the beginning of a ~~lure.
As a result, I keep a big jar of peppermint
candy outside my office to this day.''
Like Biggs, Hammack made an impression on his students and fellow faculty. A
history professor, Hammack taught at
Murray State from 1968-2001. He died at
age 63 on July 26 at his home after retiring
from the University in June.
Hammack served on the Board of
Regents from 1986-1992 and as its vice
chair from 1989-1992.
"J believe (Hammack) was the only faculty member to loerve two terms as
regent." said Ken Wolf. history department chair.

Hammack was also the history department chair and served as an organizer
and first president to the National Oral
History Association.
"He was known on campus as a person who could work with a wide variety
of people and solve disputes.'' Wolf
said. "He had a lot of friend~ on campus.''
Tho~e friends are are now hoping
Hammack's legacy will live on through
a scholarship fund. They named a scholarship in Hammack's honor to benefit
students seeking graduate work in the
history department.
Anyone interested in making a donation should contact Wolf at 762-6582.

jAMES H AMMACK

retired professor of
history and former
Murray State Regent

1938·2001

Terrorist attacks draw. concern about Study Abroad Program
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

With increased concern about air
travel in the United States and the
status of national relations with
other countries after the Sept. II
terrorist tlltacks, students may have
more questions than usual when
considering making a study abroad
program part of their curriculum at
Murray State.
..Security is always a concern in
study abroad programs," Execu-

tive Director of the Kentucky Institute for International Studies Milton Grimes said. "We are constantly vigilant about the different
political movements and other
kinds of events that might impact
the safety of our student!> overseas
... then we act on what we discover. "
Grimes said when the United
States bombed the Chinese
Embassy, the KUS canceled its
program in China.
"We constantly monitor all

events that might impact our students overseas.'' Grime:. said.
Grimes said only one Study
Abroad trip has been canceled so
far: a trip for Egypt that was to
take place next summer.
Grimes :.aid rhe KIIS considered

canceling a program that left for
Mexico one week after the attack,
but made the decision to go ahead
"in conjunction with lots of different people.''
"We gave all of the students the
option of withdrawing from the
program,'' Grimes said. ''Of20 students, only two decided not to participate."
Grimes said another group is
scheduled to leave for Mexico in
one week, and all 25 students are
planning to attend.

Grimes said the deadline for
applying for the spring semester
programs is Oct. 15.
"Let me emphasize that if a student, for some fear of going overseas, withdraws at that point, there
is no financial penalty," Grimes
said. "We recognize that some
people are nervous."
Study Abroad Coordinator
Melanie McCaHan said some parents have called the University
with safety concerns about students studying abroad since the

auacks.
"Parents are always going to be
worried
about
their
kids,"
McCallan said. "We don't send our
students abroad and forget about
them. We're in touch with students
and faculty, everybody we can be."
McCaHan said exchange programs will go on a' planned, with
no planned cancelations.
Said McCallan: "We do monitor
situations in each individual country on an individual basis."

VIDEO SUPE
STORE
Many of you r favorite classics and new releases!

• Over 1200 DVD's in stock!
• New arrivals weekly.
3 Movies for 2 nights at $7.50
Availa ble
Dct:.gt:h

Loc at:ed behind
Cracker Barrel
and next. t:o
Offlcp Depot..

753- 6500

Bring the ad and receive $1 off

753• 7670

• 7 I 4 N. 12th st.
OCPenney Shopping Center)

I
.

I

Offer Expires I 0/3 1/0 I
·
.

·--------------------~----------------------~.
On Hwy. 641 in Puryear
between Murray and Paris

Where The Girls Are Out Of This World
2 for 1 admission with presentation of this ad.

THIS WEEK ONLY!

6 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

7/ie (jo{cfen Toudi
Massage Therapy & Bodyworks
tJrlnglng ljou New Clfe
• Therapeutic Swedish Manage • Aromatherapy
• Connective Tlssue Massage • Ear Candling
Corner of Coldwater Rd. and Ood1on
Ave, Murray, KY
Next to The Fl'ie Polnta Ae1taurant
(lnalde Leu'• auuty Salon)
Open Mon.- Sat. 10A.M. • 6P.M. • Please call for an
appointment' (270) 753-8282 oc 853·1172

10% off for MSU faculty,
atudenta, & ataff.

10% off for aenlor cltlzans
Gift Certificates Avail.
(Not Valid w/ any other offer)

1c 1ro ers o
p a amma
Rho would like to welcome E·4 Specialist
Wesley M. Wilson, United States
National Guard, back to the United
States after setving 7 months in Bosnia.
Wes-- We are so proud of you and
honored that you are our brother.
Thank you and ·welcome home.

Open Tue - Sot

See store for details
801 Paramount Drive Murray
Phone# 753-0418
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This Week
.•Play- "Communi' eating boors," 7 p.m.,
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre.
•Cinema I nternational- "Amores Perros (Love's a Bitch),"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater.

·• sabarday
•Exam- LSAT, 8:30

a.m., Ordway Hall
Room 206.
•Play- "Communicating Doors,"
7 p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.
•Cinema International- ''Amores Perros (Love's a Bitch),"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater.

.:J

for Murray

K-Ci and Jo Jo, Sharif Iman pack
RSEC for second concert of semester
8Y EMILY BLACK
K-Ci and Jo Jo and Sharif
Iman brought hip-hop and soul
music to Murray State students
and Murray community members on Sept. 28. attracting
3,926 fans to the Regional
Special Events Center.
"I thought the concert really
went well," Chad Price, Campus Activities Board concert
chair, said. "Everything went
calm, and the band was really
easy to work with."
Price said the concert ticket
sales were almost evenly split
between students and community members. with students
purchasing about 1,100 tickets
and the general public purchasing about 1.400. The
remaining tickets were com-

R&B band Manifest Destiny.
The group quickly achieved
success and opened for acts
such as Brian McKnight and H
Town.
lman also formerly performed with Swirl, a funk
group. before going independent. Since embarking on his
solo career, lman has opened
for acts including Veruca Salt
and Blind Melon.
lrnan played to the crowd by
performing in a Murray State
T -shirt and wishing happy
birthday to an audience member.
Although lman may have
professional success, many
fans at RSEC did not seem to
enjoy his portion of the concert and made their displeasure
vocal during Iman' s performance.

plimentary.
Sharif lman opened the concert with a performance of
original songs from his solo
album.
Although Iman's solo
career is fairly new, he has
performed in the music busi·
ness for several years. He
began his music career during
college l'hen he formed the

by the disrespect shown to the
opening act," Aaron Compton,
senior from Somerset, said.
"Everyone was rude to the
opening act," Tara Liggett,
sophomore from Henderson,
added. "Tt gave a bad reputa·
tion of our school and of Kentucky in general."
But when K-Ci and Jo Jo

COUEGE LIFE EDITOR

•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Play- "Communicating Doors." 2:30
p.m.• Robert E. Johnson Theatre.

• monday
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting. 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Ultimate Frisbee- 6
p.m..
Intramural
Field.

Photos by Ryan BrookS/The News
M urray State University and the Student Government Associa tion hosted the second con cert of t he !'lemester on Sept. 28 when K-Ci a nd Jo Jo and special gu est
S harif l man performed at the Regional Special E ven ts Center. (Above) K-Ci, one
mem ber of K-Ci and Jo Jo, performs for their fans . ( R ight) Newcomer Sharif lman
plays th e guitar for the audience as the opening act for K-Ci a nd Jo J o.

"I was reaDy disappointed

took the stage, the audience
went wild and began singing
along to every number.
"We are so happy to be here
tonight," K-Ci said. "We want
to thank you for letting us play
here tonight."
K-Ci and Jo Jo entertained
the audience by performing
their top- 10 hits "Stay," "lately" and "Love Always.'' K-Ci
came off the stage on several
occa<>ions to shake hands with
audience members and even
sat on a crew member's shoulders and ventured into the
crowd.
K-Ci and Jo Jo also performed many songs from their
previous days as Jodeci.
"The stati worked really
well together and the fans all
seemed to have a good time,"
Price said.
The crowd went especially
wild when K-Ci and Jo Jo performed their latest song
"Crazy" from the "Save the
Last Dance" soundtrack.
Said Liggett: "Although I
didn't know that many of their
songs, I still had fun at the
concert."

Step into past with enrichment series
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m .•
Curris Center Tennessee Room.

• wednesday
•NTSO- Non-Traditional Student Organization
general
meeting, I I :30 a.m.,
Ordway Hall Comfort Zone.
•SGA- Student Government Association
Student Senate meel·
ing, 5 p.m.. Cunis
Center
Barkley
Room.

• thursday
•Cinema International- "Kikujiro."
7:30 p.m.. Curris
Center Theater.
•BonCrre- Residential
College Association
Homecoming Bonfire, 8 p.m., Intramural Field.

To post information
in the calendar call
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

BY MARLIE SAWYER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray ·State University and the school of
ans and humanities will be providing students
with a chance to step into the Renaissance \vith
the new enrichment series beginning this year.
An arts and humanities enrichment series
focusing on the Renaissance begins this rnonth
and continues through April. Murray State will
be transformed from present-day Murray to
A.D. 1350-1600 Italy. Lectures and multimedia performances ranging on the topi~s of
music, art and culture will assist the transformation.
Music Professor Jack Dres~ler kicked off the
Renaissance series with his lecture, "Music in
the Renaissance: Secular and Sacred Contributions to Society" on Sept. 26 at the Price Doyle

Fine Arts Center.
The enrichment series was designed to give
students hands-one experience with the culture
they learn about in civilization and humanities
classes.
"This is an unconventional, yet interesting
approach to a variety of :;erious academic disciplines.'' said Warren Edminster, asst. profes5or of English and philosophy.
The series will continue for four yean., with
n different time period focused on each of
those years.
"This ideu came out of faculty and the newly
organi:t.ed school of humanities and fine arts
working together to come up with a way to
help <.tudem-; make a connection to the arts,"
Sandra Jordan. dean of humanities and fine
arts, said.

Lectures planned for the Renaissance series
include: "Music in the Renaissance: Secular
and Sacred Contributions to Society," "Visualizations from the Decameron, A Folio of
Woodcw Prints." ''You've Got Mail: Media
and Mass Society in the Renaissance,'' "The
Concepts of the Human in the Renaissance,"
"Perspective and Optics in Renaissance Art."
''Iconography in Italian Renaissance Art,"
''Did Shakespeare Write His Own Plays?" and
"Staging Shakespeare. ·•
Performances are also a significant part of
the series. They include: "Life, Art, and Music
in the Renaissance." ··shakespeare's Songs,"
"Much Ado About Nothing," "Macbeth" and
"Love's Labour Lost." The performances will
be conducted by various Murray State faculty,
the theater department and the Murray Stale

University Chamber Singers.
"We hope this program helps students make
connections in the ans,'' Jordan said
Along with the lectures and performances. a
poetry contest this fall and a visual ans contest
in the spring are scheduled. As pan of the ·
series, these contests will challenge students
with hands-on activities.
Jordan said local schools will also be invited
to come to the enrichment series events. She
said she hopes this forms a collaboration
between the University and the local students
in grades K- 12.
Said Jordan: "I think the topics and events
that have been cho~en for this series will be
fun and educational for the students and help
them reach across a broad range of topics,
which is the goal of this endeavor."

Nickel Creek brings bluegrass home
BY SCOTT G IBSON
ASSISTANT COLlEGE. LIFE EorrOR

So far this year the Student Government
Association has brought modem rock .md
hip-hop to Murray State, and now that
Nickel Creek is coming to town, bluegr.1ss
will be taken care of as well.
Nickel Creek, composed of former Murray State student Chris Thile, along with
brother and sister Sara and Sean Wi!tkins,
will perform on Nov. 9 in Lovett Auditorium.
The group has become famous for its innovative style of acoustic bluegrass and folk
music. The band's hits include "When You
Came Back Down" and "Reasons Why."
Chad Price, C<1mpus Activities Board concert chair, said SGA has been working hard
to bring the students a variety of music and
shows.
"We've had three different types of concerts this fall and l hope the people that like
this kind of music will come out and support the band," Price said.
Price said the bands that come to Murray
are typically those the SGA feels students

will enjoy. The students are the ones who
have the final say in what kind of music
come:. to campus, he said.
"We try to figure out what bands and
what kind of music to bring to Murray by
the students' reactions to the concerts,"
Price ~aid. "We're trying to benefit the stu·
dents."
Nickel Creek's music has reached the Billboard Country Top 20; the band has two
Grammv nominations, and each member
has individually won awards for their tal-

ents.
Ml'lanie Lammers, frt'shman from Waverly, Tenn., has already bought tickets for her·
~elf and two of her friends.
"I'm glad to see a band come to Murray
that plays meaningful music," Lammers
:.aid.
Nickel Creek tickets are on s.1le until the
night of the ~how at the SCA office. For students, tickets are $8 for the first ticket and
$12 for each additional ticket. Tickets are
$12 for the general public. A 10 ticket limit
pl't' person has been set.
Glen Phillips 1s scheduled to open for
Nickel Creek. The show will s tart at 8 p.m.

www.nickelcreek.com
Nickel C reek is composed of Sara Watkins, C hris Thlle and Sean WatkJns. Nickel
C reek will bring bluegrass to Lovett Auditorium on Nov. 9.
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This Week
•music
1. Jay-Z - "The Blueprint''
2. Ahcia Keys - "Songs In A
Minor"
3. Nickelback - "Silver Side

u"
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Race haunts Louisville
BY SCOTT

GIBSON

ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

4.PTori Amos - "Strange Little
Haunted house fans beware!
Girls"
The greater Louisville area is hostS. Martina McBride ing the eighth season of Danger
''Greatest Hits''
Run e\·ery Friday and Saturday

Source: Associated Press night. now through the end of
October.
For those who do not know.
Danger Run is a twisted race
through Louisville and southern
Indiana. leading drivers and passengers alike through a maze of
J. Don't Say A Word
street'> and alleyways to an assortStarring Michael Douglas and ment of haunted houses. The goal
Oliver Platt
is to reach the end of the run with2. Zoolander .
out going too far over, or under,
Starring Ben Stiller and Owen the allotted mileage.
Wilson
Though Danger Run is a race,
3. Hearts In Atlantis
the winners are not determined by
Starring Anthony Hopkins
the quickest finishing time. A
4. Har()baJI
car's mileage is what make.'i or
Starring Keanu Reeves
breaks a team. Each course has a
S. The Others
set mileage that must be met, but
Starring Nicole Kidman
neither the driver nor passengers
Source: Associated Press know what the mileage is.
The mileage is determined by
the sponsors who have run the
course several times and confirmed to the nearest tenth of a
mile the total length with a Global
1. J.K. Rowling- "Harry Pot- Positioning Satellite.
ter and the Prisoner of AzkaAmanda Olges, sophomore
ban"
from Louisville. went on Danger
2. Stephen King and Peter
Run two years ·ago with a group of
Straub - "Black House"
friends and said it is very easy to
3. Nicholas Sparks - "A Bend get lost.
In the Road"
"The ~ore you get lost, the
4. Jack Welch worse you do," Olgel> said. "lt's
"Jack: Straight from the Gut"
S. J.K. Rowling - "Harry Pot- helpful to take a map."
It is also helpful to start from a
ter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
place that is known by most. if not
Source: Associared Press
all. of the people in a car. This
could could be an advantage. but
Danger Runners should heed caution. This race is not an easy one.
"'There are a lot of different
starting points throughout the
city." Olges said. "'They give you a
booklet with clues that take you
www.cusackforpresident.com around the city."
Celebrate the opening of the
The clues are another important
new John Cusack movie,
part of the journey. They could
"Serendipity," by sup{>Orting
either lead a team to success or
the campaign to get h1m elect- direct them to failure . Each clue is
ed president. For true fans, this presented in limerick form.
Web site also has T-shirts for
"All the clue:. rhyme, and some
sale that support the cause.
of the things are said differently

So you crammed all week.
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi·reliable transportation. gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
SaturdayDrive on down to Hazel and
experience the llth Annual
Hazel Days Celebration with
the antique tractor show,
horse and buggy ride and
contests from channel UPN
9 24.

•movies

Largo Bar & Grill - Nightfish, 9 p.m.
Big Apple Cafe - Clarence
Dobbins, 9:30 p.m.

•1hour drive
Metropolis, Ill. - Explore the
hometown of Superman and
visit the only Superman
museum in America. The
museum is open seven days a
week from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Admission is $3 per person.

•books

• website of the week

Road Trip ,.-..

• 2 hour drive
www.dangerrun.com

Danger Run is an alternative tour of haunted houses which Is taking place In Louisville every weekend In October. Teams are given clues and must find different haunted houses around the city.
than normal," Olges said. "A
'STOP' .s ign could be spelled
'POTS"."
An example of the clues given
to the participants in Danger Run
is. ••These dues are all limericks.
and here's how it's done. Line five
rhymes with two. and two rhymes
with one. Each and every time.
lines three and four rhyme. That's
enough for the lesson ...now let's
start the run."
The clues are designed to be fun.
yet tricky. If players are nm carel'ul, there could be rnany arguments about which way to go.
" I went with three other people.

which was helpful," Olges said.
"It's good to have a diverse group
of people that know their way
around the city, but there were a
lot of arguments on which street to
go on and which way was right or
wrong."
For the teams that do go the
right way, there are three cash
prizes totaling $5,000. The first
place team will win the grand
prize of $2.500.
Danger Run takes place between
6:30 and I 0:30 p.m. every Friday
nnd Saturday night in October.
Three different starting points for
Danger Run are located in

Louisville and southern Indiana.
In Louisville, participants can
go to the Home Depot on Dixie
Highway, across from Dixie
Manor. or the Home Depot on the
comer of Hurstbourne Parkway
and Taylorsville Road. Those who
wish to start in southern Indiana
can go to Home Depot on High" ay 131 in Clarksville, across
from the Greentree mall.
Tickets for Danger Run are $9
per person and are available at
each starting point. Each ticket is
good for the two haunted houses
chol>en by the team.

Nashville - Chuck Berry may
not be performing anymore,
but you can catch the local
band The 28's 8erform a tribute to him at 1 p.m.• Saturday at 12th and Porter.

• 3 hour drive
Columbus, Ohio - Head up
to Columbus and see the _
band who sang "American
Woman." The Guess Who •
will be ~iforming at 7:30
p.m. Fnday at the r
• •
Scholtenstein Center. Ticket
prices range from $23.25 to
$53.25.
••

's Tuxedo Den
e:,"<.Aiil' YOUR DAY OFF RIGHT!

We open at 7 a.m. for a great breakfast!
l:o01e in f'or our Monday Night:
Foot:ball !ipeclal!il

Every Thursday Night - Songbird Karaoke

Every Friday 1\light: - Live Mu!iic!

Fri~ay &

Saturday we offer
Midnight Breakfast until 3 a.m.
MAKE IT LAST THROUGH THE WEEK ~ N 0

For liood Food, liaDle& & a liood Ti01e,
Co01e see us at: !iat:urday!i!
CHECK OUT OUR I\IEW MEI\IUI
i!DD 1\1. 15th St. · Murray · 753-3406

ridol and Tuxedo
Halloween Clearance

Crazy Sale
Welt.- Oct. 10, 200
:1-ifue:
3:00 - 8:00
. >:tt
Shirts • $5.00 - $15.00
Tuxedo Coats • $25.00
Vest • $5.00
Ties • $5.00
Trousers • $30.00

Jewelry, Shoes, Gloves, Bras- Drastically Red ....."....,-,.
Wedding Gowns- 30% Off Lowest Price
Special Occasions Dresses - $20.00
Gift Ware - 20% Off
Brides Maids Sample Dresses - $20.00
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·'Doors' open new theater season
BY A U tSON GRO NER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although traveling through time may seem impossible for anyone who is not a character in a cartoon or
science fiction show, Murray State students will soon
be able to witness time travel first hand when the theater department begins its 2001-2002 season with the
play ''Communicating Doors."
The play is a comic farce written by Alan Ayckbourne that tells the story of a London sex specialist
who finds herself involved in a murder plot when she
enters a hotel where a unique set of doors send her
traveling back through time.
The story becomes even more complex when three
women begin traveling through time using the communicating doors and all decide that they do not wish
to leaye their new time period.
"I enjoy working in that venue.'' Mark Malinauskas, theater and dance professor and "Communicating Doors" director, said. "This is a good project
to begin with."
The department will also present the plays "Oklahoma!," "Lovers,'' "Pompadours and Poodle Skin s,"
"Death and the Maiden" and "Much Ado About
Nothing" later in its season.
The cast of ''Communicating Doors" features six
people, three of whom are veterans to the stage.

Chrishell Stause, junior f ro m Benton, Dennis
Frymire, senior from Carmi, Ill. and David Free,
junior from Livennore all make their return to the
stage by performing in ''Communicating Doors."
Free said preparing for his role as an older person
in "Communicating DoorS'' was difficult. He said he
spent much of his time studying the type of people
that he would be portraying in "Communicating
Doors" in order to capture me true essence of his role.
"I love to act," Free said . •1 plan to do it for the rest
of my life."
In addition to acting in '"Communicating Doors,"
Free will also be directing two shows that will open
later this month: "Do Over'' and "Slop Culture." Free
has also appeared in the independent film ''Ray
Gringo" and is the assistant stage manager for the
upcoming production of "Oklahoma!"
The theater department will perfonn "Communicating Doors" at 7 tonight and Saturday and at 2:30
p.m. Sunday at the Robert E. Johnson Theater.
Admission is free for students with their Racercard.
$ 10 for general adult and $7 for students under 18.
"Communicating Doors" is recommended for mature
audiences only.
For show times, ticket reservations and other information regarding "Communicating Doors" or other
productions of the theater and dance de partment
phone 762-4421.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Jeremy Osborne, sophomore from Norris City, m., and Chrishell Stause, junior from Benton, in
a 'scene from "Communicating Doors," the theater department's first play this season.

NIJIII AT KROGER
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

,.,,

HALF
PORK LOIN
MOIST & TENOERe

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOur

· 77~

CHEESE
SINGLES

Sellctlcl Vlriellle ·~
WrwppeclllltOG••
(12 oz. pkg.)

·Holiday
...""--'f
.:_.. · Plus
I

Rewards...

~am Free
~

I
I
I
I
I

-

'Groceries
FOLGERS
COFFEE

Register Your Savings ...
Now Through
Thanksgiving.
Here's How:

Selec1ed Varletre.
(11.5 to 13 oz. bag -or· can)
each
WITH PLUS CARD

SPEND:

5'00-5799
AND EARN.•.

KROGER
BOXED .

$300-$999

TOPPINGS:
Extra Cheese
Onions
Green Peppers
Jalapeno Peppers
Pepperoni
Sausage
Italian Sausage
Ham

Ground Beef
Bacon
Mushrooms
Anchovies
Black Olives
Banana Peppers
(Only available at soma locations.)

Pineapple
!Only available at some locations.)
~ S2151117779i1

Call Y• Papa
For Free Delivery:
Murray
...

'

AND EARN•• •

VEGETABLES
Frozen

(UCU/11111, _UIIAII
(g to 10 oz. box)

Over$1,000

AND EARN.. •

EASY TO REDEEM

At Your Neighborhood Kroger Store!

HERE'S HOW:

Kroger Holiday Plus Rewards
Redemption Period Is December 3rd
through December 22nd, 2001. Take
your rewards receipt to Guest
Services to receive your KROGER
HOLIDAY PLUS REWARDS!

eRIMSOII

SEEDLESS
GRAPES
CAUFORNIA
lb.

See Your Neighborhood Kroger
For Complete Detalla.

WITH PLUS CARD

5

N. 12th Street
(Next to Freidman's Jewelers)

753-6.666

R~

DAV
SALE

WED. thru SUN.
OCT. 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7
See Store for Detaih

Pnfect, ~}·Gift for any ou-••••m1,..
the New KROGF.Jt GIFT CAilD.

MURRAY, KY

Now uau.ble at tile ciiKirii!Nt
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Is baseball
no longer
Americas
pastime?
Baseball. America's favorite pastime's time may have passed.
The days of baseball stars being
portrayed as all-American heroes
are gone.
Along with a sharp increase in ·
ticket prices, the dwindling number
of faithful baseball fans has led to
the semi-destruction of the greatest
sport ever played.
As Major League Baseball officials make desperate attempts to
pack
the

Sports Talk

stands, all one
can say is...
Remember when players were a part
of the game for
the game? They
loved everything
about
basebaJI, most
importantly,
MARC I
the teams they
OwEN
played for.
Now, the
" L oYALTY TO
Alex RodrigTEAMS NO
uezes
and
LONGER EXISTS, Greg MadduxONLY LOYALTY es have shown
that loyalty to
TO DEAD
teams
no
PRESIDENTS."
longer exists,
only loyalty to
dead
presidents.
The
baseball strike of 1994 proved a
salary cap may not just be in the
best interest of the league, but the
fans as well. New York Yankee fan
or not, I think everyone agrees
George Steinbrenner's pocketbook
gives this team an unfair advantage. It cannot be a coincidence they
have captured baseball's highest
honor one out of every four seasons.
Remember when players relied
on their natural abilities along with
a strict exercise regimen to improve
their value? They worked as hard
as they could and enjoyed it.
Now, steroid-driven players take
the field to break the records set by
their p redecessors who earned it
honestly. Babe Ruth and Roger
Maris would be ashamed.
Remember when a ball was a
ball? Players would hit anything
you threw at them.
Now, tightly-wound threading
ensures easier home runs. Have
fans became so bored that they cannot sit through a game without
expecting to see one travel out of
the park?
Remember when a ball would
have to fly at such a distance to get
out of the park one would swear it
had wings?
Now, smaller fields have fans
wondering if they are watching a
major-league game or the Little
League World Series.
Remember
when
pitcher's
mounds were so high they all
seemed to come from the top of
Jack's beanstalk?
Now, with lower mounds Randy
"Big Unit" Johnson is the only
pitcher who still stands tall.
Remember when what a player
did on the field mattered more than
what he did off it?
Now, Pete Rose, one of the greatest players of all time, gets rejected
from Hall of Fame induction
because of his controversial hobbies. Ty Cobb was inducted into the
Hall, and he made Rose look like St.
Charlie Hustle.
Remember when the Chicago
Cubs won the World Series? If not,
do not be discouraged. Most do
not. Chances arc your great-grandparents would .have trouble recollecting that awesome day in sports
history.
Now, if Back to the Future Part II
has any bearing on reality, the Cubs
will take the title in 2014.
•
A girl can dream.

Marci Owen is the assista11t news editor for "Tile Murray State News."

Carin Peterson/The News
The Murray State soccer team, shown here prior to a recent game, was the first M SU squad to return to action after the ter rorist attacks of Sept. 11.

PLAYII\IIi THROUiiH TRAiiEDY.

Murray State athletes, fans attempt to resume normal routines
BY KEVIN THOMAS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Racer football team returned to the
playing field at Southern Illinois University on Sept. 22. The MSU volleyball team
welcomed the Western Kentucky Hilltoppers on Sept. 18. The soccer team traveled
to the University of Kentucky on Sept. 17.
Why should these games, out of every
other game this season, stick out? They
are the dates of the first games Murray
State played after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.
Murray State athletes were forced to
move on with their everyday lives and try
to reinstate some form of normalcy.
The games, while tough to play, acted as
a recovery process for coaches, players
and fans. Head football coach joe Pannun-

zio said his team has tried to stay focused,
while trying to ffiO\'e on.
"Each game keeps their minds off of
what's happening out there," Pannunzio
said.
While the games and the recovery
process continue, players realize historical
events are occurring in the world around
them.
"There's probably something that's
going to happen before this football season is over, and that's in the back of their
minds," Pannunzio said.
Focusing on games has been a positive
outlet for the football team, Pannunzio
said.
"They've been really focused," Pannun·
zio said. "I think it helps our kids that
they have something to focus on in terms
of the football season."

Players seem to have the biggest burden
to bare when getting ready to get back on
the field . Senior tight end Josh McKeel
said returning to the field on Sept. 22 gave
him a new perspective.
"The SIU game gave us a chance to play
the game we love, but in the grand scheme
or' things, it's only a game," McKeel said.
Freshman soccer player Sarah Buss,
who is currently on medical redshlrt, had
an aunt who was killed in the attack on
the World Trade Center. Buss said her life
is returning to normal.
"Each day it gets better and better," she
said.
Buss said Soccer Head Coach Mike
Minielli has focused on moving on in the
wt.-eks following the attack.
"He thought that if we had stopped
playing that we wo~d have lost the bat-

tie," Buss said.
Players and coaches are not the only
people recovering when it comes to
sports. The fans of every sport also have
their own form of recovering. For days no
football, volleyball or soccer games were
scheduled.
Senior exercise science major Randy
Lawrence said going back to watch sports
is part of the healing process.
"Anything that helps you move on will
help in the recovery process," Lawrence
said.
While the nation may never fully recover, coaches, athletes and fans take a step
forward in recovery by letting the games
continue.
,
Said Lawrence: "It is not about forgetting; it is about remembering and trying to
gain a focus back on life."

Volleyball ends five-.m atch MSU ready for conference action..
McGtu
homestand with loss to SIU
f

BY Ju sTIN

SPORTS EDITOII

8Y TIM

A LSOBROOKS

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State volleyball team
fought hard, but failed to defeat Southem illinois on Tuesday night, falling to
the Salukis 3-1.
The match was the ninth straight loss
for MSU, ending a season-high fivematch homestand, which included losses last weekend to Southeast Missouri
State and Eastern Dlinois.
Even with the loss, the team is glad to
have senior outside hitter J~ica Wood
playing again. Wood came back after
recovering from an ankle injury last Friday against SEMO, and added 12 kills
and 15 digs Tuesday night against SlU.
"Jess is back, which is a big help just
for team morale, but she still hasn't been
able to regain the presence she has up
front," Coach David Schwepker said.
''But she has added help to the back, saving some hard hits for us."
"It is awesome to be back on the court
and with my team again," Wood said. "I
feel good physically and hope to help the
•
team get back on track."
Senior middle hitter Trena Fish and
freshman outside hitter Kim Cappa led
the charge for the Racers against SIU,
contributing 19 kills apiece, while junior
setter Chrissy Dabbert had a match·high
54 assists.
"Overall, we had a pretty good effort
and played some great defense, but their
block may have been the biggest we've
seen all year," Schwepker said.
Junior middle hitter Sara Schmitt said
she believes the effort was good as well,
but the team has room for improvement.
"We've got to fmally start doing things
on the court to learn from our previous
mistakes," Schmitt said. "Their (STU's)
blocking was amazing, but that's one of
those things we will have to learn to
overcome down the road against someone else."
The Racers won a hard·fought game
one by a score of 30..27. The game saw
several lead changes and 13 ties.
SIU then went on a roll, winning the
next three games. The Racers fell behind
early, then fell short of a comeback
attempt.
''The team is starting to gel lately, and

Karri Rubeck/The News

MSU junior setter Chrissy Dabbert sets a pass during the Racers' 3-.1 loss to Southern Illinois
Tuesday. Dabbert led all players
in assists with 54.
things are slowly coming together on the
court," Wood said. "All we need is that
one big break, then hopefully things will
take off like a rocket for us the rest of the
way."
The team will now hit the road and ,
face Ohio Valley Conference foe Tennessee Tech in Cookeville on Sunday.
The Racers will then return home to play
Tennessee State on Oct. 9 in Racer Arena.
"We are going to work on passing and
try things to get around the block,"
Schwepker said. "Hopefully we plan on
getting aU the little things worked out
and focus on our top priority, which is
theOVC."

\

Two weeks after earning a win at
Southern Illinois, the Murray State football team returns to action Saturday at
Tennessee Tech. Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said the game, the Racers' first
Ohio Valley Conference contest of the
season, is very important to the team.
"This is a big game for us," Pannunzio
said. "It's a game that we've been talking
about for a long time. Our kids are going
to come out and play hard."
Junior running back Garner Byars said
the two weeks off between games have
helped the team, and the Racers' defense
is making important contributions.
"I think things are looking good,"
Byars said. "For the past two weeks we
have been working very hard and things
are starting to be in sync. Our defense is
really keeping th is team together."
The Racers (2-1) had a bye week after
their 24-20 win at SIU. Pannunzio said
the team has not made any major adjustments during practice.
"We went back to fundamentals," Pannunzio said. "1 wasn't happy with the
way we had been playing, especially
offensively. We cut our offense back and
started from scratch, and it seemed to
help us. We seem to be a little more in
sync on offense right now, but we won't
be able to find out until Saturday."
Tennessee Tech lost 44-33 at Eastern
Illinois last week, dropping its record to
2-2. Pannunzio said he was impressed
'with ITU's ability to come back from 21
points down and nearly pull off a win
against EIU.
"We've obviously got our work cut out
for us," Pannunzio said. "Tennessee
Tech is fundamentally sound. They're
going to make you make plays. A lot of
teams will screw things up and allow
you to have success, but they're a team
that's going to make you make plays in
front of them."
Pannunzio said TTU quarterback
Grant Swallows, currently the fourthranked quarterback in the OVC, typifies
the football program.
"He's not a flashy guy, but he's productive," Pannunzio said. "They don't
take any extra chances, and at the same
time, they don't leave themselves open.
They're just steady. They don't give you

a million different looks, but what they

play they play well."
Pannunzio said the Racers must play
consistently Saturday.
"They're (TTU) going to make yo~
drive the ball seven, eight, nine or 10
plays," Pannunzio said. "They'll let you
do it if you can do it, but most offenses
can't. Our offense certainly' has to prove
that they can do it."
After the success junior quarterback
Stewart Childress had throwing the ball
downfield late in the game against SJU,
the Racers may look more aggressive
against TIU.
"Stewart hadn't been real productive
(throwing the ball downfield), and I'd
hoped he'd come into his own a little
more with that," Pannunzio said. "We're
going to try to do that, try to get back to
our old stuff."
The most serious of the Racers' injuries
do not appear to be affecting the team.
Junior offensive lineman Jeremy Goodman is expected to play through a hand
injury, and junior running back Mario
Riley will return to normal action after
recovering from a strained hamstring.
"Mario brings a dimension to our
offense that is hard to replace because
he's got the ability to take it to the
house," Pannunzio said. "Against Ole
Miss, he made some of those kids look
silly. We miss him when he's not in
there."
·
Every other OVC team has begun playing conference games except MSU. EIU
currently leads the league with a 2-0
record.
"It looks like Eastern Illinois has a foot
up on everybody, but anything can happen," Pannunzio said. "At our level, if
you get the wrong injuries, you can get
bad fast ."
Tenne~see State (3·0) and Eastern Kentucky (2-2) are the only other OVC teams
with a conference win.
Pannunzio said MSU must play solid
throughout the rest of the season to have
a chance of winning the conference
championship.
"We've seen flashes of being really
good, but we haven't played a solid football game yet," Pannunzio said. "We
don't have to do anything out of the ordinary, but we have to play within ourselves, and we can't turn the football
over."
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StiariJiM
J.T.Hearn,
Morgan Hides
J.T. Hearn and
Morgan Hicks are
in this week's
Racer SportLight.
Hearn, senior
not manage a goal in overtime and held
membt>r of the Murray State announces fan
rifle team, led the package for game at Minnesota the Sycamores of Indiana State scoreless
to end the game in a 1-1 tie.
MSU Blue team to
The
Athletic
Department
will
proa win last Satur·
day against Ohio vide a "Racer Fan Package" for the Men's golf brings home fourth
Valley COnference Racer footba ll game Oct. 27 at the University of Minnesota.
finish at Eastern Kentucky
rival UT-Martin.
Items included in the package are
The men 's golf team shot a three-day
Hearn led the
airfare
to
and
from
the
game,
a
hotel
combined
score of 894 to finish fourth at
Racers as he shot
an 1149 in small- room at the Marriott in Minneapolis the Colonel Classic in Richmond.
bore and a 383 in and transportation to and from the
Senior Matt Stark tied for seventh in
air rifle for an game. Also included are meals on the the 17-team, 96-golfer meet with a threeaggregate of 1532 plane, a meal at a gourmet restaurant, a round score of 217. On Saturday, Stark
Hicks, sopho-: MSU long-sleeved T -shirt and a ticket shot a 69 on the par 72 course.
more member of to the game.
H ost Eastern Kentucky won the
The deadline for reservations is Oct. match with a score of 857, finishing 34
the rifle team, led
the
MSU Gold 15 and space is limited. To make reser- strokes ahead of Murray State. MSU
team in its win last vations, contact the MSU athletic will next compete at the Chris Condepartment at (270) 762-6800.
weekend.
thran/Radford University lnterc.olleHicks shot an
giate on Oct. 22-23 in Radford, Va.
1171 out of a pos-- MSU loses
Valpo in overtime,
sible
1200
in
Three rffle team members
smallbore and a ties against Indiana State
The soccer team lost in double over- eam CRCA academic honor
394 out of a possible 400 in air rifle time last Friday against Valparaiso UniThree members of the 2000-2001 rifle
for an aggregate versity, 1-0. The Racers were led by team earned spots on the Collegiate Rifle
midfielder
Lindsey Coaches Association All-Academic Rifle
of 1565 out of a sophomore
Gustafson, who had six of the Racers' 20 Team.
possible·1600.
shots on goal.
Crystal Kern and Ann" Proctor both
In the game against Indiana State on earned the honor for their last year of
Sunday, Gustafson scored a goal at the eligibiJity on the team. Current junior
81:52 mark of the second half, forcing the Jill Uvesay Wheeldon was also recogOn Oct. 9, 1944, game into overtime. The Racers could nized.
the only World
Series featu ring
both St. louis
OVC Football
OVC Footbal
OVC Volleyball
teams, the CardiStandings
Schedule
Standings
nals defeated th~
OVCOverall
Browns four games
. . OVC Overall Satunby
Mumty State Q Tenn~ Tech,
SEMO
4-1
7-6
to two, with a 3-: 1 Eastern IllinoiS 2-o
3-0 2p.m
•
.
Tennessee State 1-o
3-0 Tennessee Sto~te. vs. Howard
Austin Peay
3-1
8-4
"'.1ctory Jn game Murray State
0-0
2-1
0 IndianapoliS, .3p m.
Eastern nlinois 3-1
8-4
stx. All games Eastern Kentucky 1-1
2-2 Glenville StAte@ Eastern KenMorehead
4·2 11·5
were played at Tennessee Tech 0-1
2-2 lucky, 5 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky 4-2
7-6
UT· Martin Q SEMO 6 p.m.
Sportsman's Park. SEMO
0-1
2-3 Eastl!m llhnoi&@ San Diego State
UT-Martin
3-2 10-6
Trailing 1;.(), the UT-Martin
0-1
1-3 10 pm.
Tennessee Tech 1-3
4-6
Tennessee State 0-5
3-9
Cardinals scored
Murray State
0-5 1-14
three runs in the
fourth inning off of
19-game winner;
. Nelson Potter.
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Season ticket Info for MSU
basketball teams announced
Tickets for both the men and women's
basketball teams are now available for
purchase. Sixteen men's games and 11
women's games will be played ·this season at the Regional Special Event Center.
For more information regarding ticket
purchases, contact the MSU Ticket
Office at (270) 762-4895.

Men's Crew wins Head of the
Licking for third straight year
The .men's varsity crew team won
the open eight race with a time of 18
minutes and 29 seconds. This is the
third year in a row the men's varsity
crew has won at Cincinnati.

Rowing team begins season
on positive . . - at Cincinnati

The volleyball team fell to Ohio Valley Conference front-runner SEMO last
Friday night, 3-0.
Murray State was led by freshman
outside hitter IGm Cappa with 24 kills,
setting a new school record for kills in a
three-game match. Senior middle hitter
Trena Fish had 19 kills of her own in the
battle against the Otahkians.

11144
TIU33

y...........

The women's rowing team opened
its season at the Head of the Licking
last Saturday in Cincinnati
ln the varsity-eight race, in which
the Racers had two boats, the sq uad
finished third and fourth. The thirdplace boat finish ed with a time of 21
minutes and 38 seconds. The fourthplace boat finished with
time of
23:02. The course was 1.25 miles. The
Univ~rsity of .louisville won the race
with a time of 19:34.
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The rugby team will play its last
home game against Washington University of St. l ouis at 1 p.m. Saturday
at the intramural fields. The team has
won four consecutive matches against
Washington.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor Kevin Thomas.
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... to advertise your busjness or organization
in our special homecoming extra edition!

"A Datirig Odyssey"
Deadline is Friday, Oct.

5th @ 3

/114'1 ~~ 1JNfJIIAIIll

Homecoming Bonfire
at the Intramural Fields

tMsU Stutftnts

'2) Information About ALL Choices
~ Caring and Confidential Help
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Hours

Mon. -Thurs.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.
R1. &-Sat.
8 a.m.- 8 P.m.

The l.ift House
1506 Chestnut Su-.:er
www LHouse org

~
--~----·
Sunset Boulevard Music I

##7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours; Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113

I 0%discount off tanntne Packaees.
lotions. and swlmwear with MSU 1.0.
812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

.shampoo, Cut, & Style
$15- women • $11- men
MSU -10% OFF

-:.:-o

Suite A- I

Juld: 1 Block From M!iU Dorm•

Murray, KY 42071

Tues day-Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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BIE&.~H

Tanning & Storage Rental

b2J Free Pregnancy Test

Thursday at 1:00 pm
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Rugby finishes home schedule
against Washington University : ,31

Intramural Softball

OVCOverall
Tennessee Tech 1-0
7-2
SEMO
0-0
8-0
Eastern Illinois 0-0
7-1
Murray State
0-0
4-5
Morehead
0-0
0-9
0-1
1-7
UT-Martin

~42
ur.._.to
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Volleyball continues to stnaggle
at SEMO and Eastern Illinois

OVC Soccer
Standings

In the game against Eastern Illinois,
the Racers fell 3-1. MSU was again led
by Cappa, who had 23 kills, and Fish,
w ho finished with 16 kills.

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

WALK-INS ONLY!

J
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MSU finishes second
at Lady Racer Classic
Bv

CHRIS JuNG

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Murray State women's
golf team came up ten strokes
short Tuesday and fell to
Arkansas State at the 2001
Lady Racer Classic.
ASU outshot the women in
the final round to win with a
316-308-624 for the two days.
Murray State placed second,
shooting a 311-323-634: The
Classic, played at Frances E.
Miller Memorial Golf Course;
was hosted by MSU and was
the team's third tournament of
the year.
Head coach Velvet Milkman,
who is in her ninth season as
the women's coach, said she
believes a first-place finish
was a reasonable goal heading
into the second day.
"We were in a position to
win; we just didn't play to our
full potential," Milkman said.
"Our goal is to always shoot
for a score of 310 or lower, and
we got awfuiJy close thjs time
around."
The Racers were Jed by
junior Stepharue Baskey, an
All-Tournament
Team
selectee. Baskey shot a 78 both
days and finished tied for
third with a final score of 160.
She also said the team did not
play to its potential.
"You can't go head-to-head
with a team as solid as
Arkansas State, shoot the way
we did in the final round, and
expect to win," Baskey said.
"We always try to put our
team in contention to win on
the second day. We did that,
but just couldn't pull it out."
The other members of the
second-place squad also had a
strong showing. Sophomore
Cuyler Hedley tied for tenth
with junior teammate Kelly
Wren. They each shot a 160.
Senior Megan Rees tied for

16th with a 80-83-163.
However, behind Baskey,
the strongest player was senior
Kristen Margherio, who was
the first-round's individual
leader, shooting a 76. She
ended up finishing in a tie for
seventh with a 76-82-158.
"Playing on our home
course
really
helped,"
Margherio said. "I played
pretty well by simply cutting
down on dumb mistakes."
The first two tournaments of
the season also had solid outcomes. The team finished first
out of 18 teams at the Tennessee Tech Lady Eagle Classic and then took a third-place
finish out of twelve teams at
the Lady Highlander /Draper
Valley Invitational in Radford,Va.
"We really feel like we
should have won all of our
tournaments so far," Milkman
said. "But we're simply going
to use these matches to recognize our weaknesses for future
rounds."
Milkman and her team hope
to take this intensity and
determination into their next
tournament in North Carolina.
"We placed well in this same
tournament last year," Baskey
said. "We're going into it with
a positive attitude."
The team has two tournaments remaining in its fall season and will continue to work
hard to gain some momentum
heading into the spring season ·
as well as the regional tournament.
"I really want the girls to
continue to play hard so that
we end the fall on a strong
note," Milkman said. " I 'm
really excited about the rest of
the year."
The team will play again
Oct. 22-23 at the Western Car-.
olina Great Smokies Collegiate
in Waynesville, N.C.

Karri Rubeck/The News
Murray State freshman shooter Robert Purdy .lines up a shot pr ior to the Racers' match against Tennessee-Mardn on Saturday at
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range. Purdy finished with an aggregate score of 1530, helplna the rifle team to Its first win of the season.

Rifle team tops Tennessee-Martin to start year
STAFF REPORT

The rifle team opened its season Saturday with a win over Tennessee-Martin at
Stewart Stadium's Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range.
Each school split i~s team into two
groups. MSU Gold won the event with an
aggregate score of 6141, followed by MSU
Blue (6002), UT'-Martin mixed (5988) and
UT-Martin women (1450).
MSU Gold scored 4599 in the smallbore
portion of the match and 1542 in air rifle.
MSU Blue scored 4507 in smallbore and

1495 in air rifle. UT-Martin finished with a
$mallbore score of 4503 and a 1485 in air
rifle. The UT-Martin women scored 1450 in
air rifle and did not compete in smallbore.
Sophomore Morgan Hicks led the MSU
Gold team, shooting 1171 of a possible
1200 in smallbore and 394 of a possible 400
in air rifle for an aggregate score of 1565 of
a possible 1600. Freshman CrystaJ Dove
shot 1150 in smallbore and 385 in air rifle
(1535 aggregate), and freshman Robert
Purdy shot 1140 and 390 (1530). Senior JillLivesay Wheeldon shot 1138 in smallbore,
and sophomore Beth House shot 373 in air

rifle.
Senior j.T. Hearn led MSU Blue with an
aggregate score of 1532 (1149 smallbore,
383 air rifle). Freshman Michael Gardner
shot 1125 and 372 (1497), and sophomore
j ustin Morgan shot 1121 and 362 (1483).
House shot 1112 in smallbote for the Blue
team, while Wheeldon fired 378 in air rifle.
UT-Martin's top shooter was Matt Fetterman, who shot 1148 in smallbore and 373
in air rifle (1521 aggregate).
Murray State's next match will be held
Sunday at Jacksonville State in Jacksonville, Miss.
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At University Barber Shop, there's no appointment
necessary for mens', womens', & childrens' haircuts.
Chemical ~ervices available by appointment only.

HOURS:

rue.·
sat.

Mon.

7:30 a.m. • 5:30 p.m.
a a.m. • t 2 p.m.

BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR A 5
DISCOUNT ON CHEMICAL SERVICES.
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The Murray State News
October s. lOO I

Enrollment jumps to unprecedented highs MSUranked
11th time as
tier-one school
8v LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN OiiEF

Although the official figures will not be
available until the end of October, enroll·
ment at Murray State peaked at 9,626 students as of Sept. 24. That is 449 more students than the fall 2000 semester, the largest
jump since 1996.
Interim Dean of Admissions and Regis• trar Jim Vaughan attributed the increase to a
variety of factors.
"One reason is it's a good place to stay,"
Vaughan said. "Its a good education. We
have excellent faculty at a very affordable
price. I think there' s just something special
about Murray State."

Vice President of Student Aff&rs Don
Robertson said the enrollment jump reflects
positively on the University for several rea..
sons.
"It shows that what we're doing is appealing. ... It shows that the marketing and
recruitment plan is working," Robertson
said. "People are plea~ed with Murray
State."
Such an increase results in a higher percentage of students living in Murray State
housing and using Murray State parking
lots. Robertson said the University continually monitors both situations.
"That is always being monitored,"
Robertson said. ''When you bring in more
students, you want to make sure there's ade-

quare parking and adequate housing facilities. We're housing more students this fall
than we did last year. even though we have
less capacity with Hart being down."
Vaughan said the enrollment management committee may re-took its goal of
I0,000 students by 2004 because of the significant increase in enrollment. Enrollment
three years from now may pass earlier projections.
There was an increase of I0.3 percent
with this years freshman class, with 1.434
~ts compared to last year's 1,300.
School Relations Director Paul Radke
said staff members followed similar recruitment procedures as they had previous year's
but "with a lot more effort and enthusiasm."

Radke said the University sends representatives to more than 400 schools to recruit
students.
"We really bad a lot of good people
focused and directed in the right way: ... My
staff will put over 50,000 miles on cars
going to different schools," Radke said.
Vaughan emphasized the initial enrollment numbers were "dynamic," and therefore were subject to change throughout the
semester. He said although slight fluctuations with the numbers are likely as the
semester proceeds. enroUment should basically stay the same.
''I think we'll continue to see sustained,
managed growth," Vaughan said. "That's
what we all wanl"

Restrictions:

Faculty:

Minors not admitted after 9 p.m.

Despite election controversy,
faculty an~icipate Alexander
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with the Senate and to address the backlog of
items forwarded to the President's office by
the Senate during the tenure of Alexander's
father and predecessor, Kern AleJtander.
The second resolution was passed by a
slimmer majority of 17-11. as the senators
debated the wording of the resolution.
The senators were divided on the point of
collaborative leadership style, the wording of
the resolution to agree with Alexander's
statements and whether to make Alexander's
adherence to his promises mandatory as a
condition of the faculty' s support.
Bill Palmer, industry and technology professor, said after talking with his constituents
about the resolution, he felt the wording was
too harsh.
"The way the statement was worded was
an 'and' statement," Palmer said. "Jt was
worded so all five poinlo; had to be performed
and then we would go along with him."
History Professor Bill Mulligan said his
constituents wanted more powerful wording
in the resolution.

"ln our department, we felt like the first
resolution was too soft," Mulligan said. "We
have to make a statement that holds someone
accountable."
Palmer said he and his constituents did not
want to judge Alexander by the previous
administrative decisions of his father.
"Logically, just because the process is
flawed doesn't mean we have a flawed president," he said. "It can mean that, but it doesn't have to mean that"
Elementary Education Professor Sharon
Gill said it would be more professional for
the Senate to work with Alexander regardless of the circumstances under which he was
selected.
"I think it's more professional to try and
work with him right off and not say, 'You've
got to do what we want you to do."' Gill
said.
Call said the resolutions will be sent to the
members of the Board'of Regents, Gov. Paul
Patton and the Council on Postsecondary
Education.

here. You're five
minutes away from
every point in town.
We're not going to
let a designated driver sit in here until
midnight."
Lawrence Blake-

more,
Bull
Pen
Steaks and Spirits'
general
manager,
said after 9 p.m.,
restaurant personnel
will not seat anyone
under 21 on the top
floor. which is the

bar area.
Said Blakemore:
"If we do it from the
start, then we shouldn't have any problems because the
word will get out
what we do here."

Restaurants:
Bull Pen offers shuttle service
From Page 1
ing LD.s after 10
p.m.. Blakemore said
the BuU Pen will offer
a shuttle service from
the restaurant to any
Murray location for
$3 round trip.
"We have a van service to pick people up
and take them home if
they're too intoxicated,'' he said. "That'll
be parked right in

front of the Bull Pen."
Meghan Reynolds,
senior from Orange
County, Calif.. said
between all of the
Murray restaurants,
new and old, she
prefers the Big Apple
Cafe.
..1 think it's a better
atmosphere, and you
get better service,"
Reynolds said. "It's

more Laid back, not so
upper class."
Lauren
Haney,
senior from Cayce,
said even with all of
the recent additions.
she still prefers to eat
at Hihburger.
Said Haney: "If it
wasn't for their marinated chicken breast,
Philly style, I would
have died here."

Anno~ncing

of

BY TAYLOR EWING
C ONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State University has been ranked one of
the top five public universities in the South by
the No. I selling college
guide in America, "U.S.
News
and
World
Report's America's Best
Colleges."
For the II th consecutive year. Murray State
was the only public university in Kentucky
ranked as a tier-one
school by "U.S. News."
Jim Carter. development of alumni affairs
vice president, said the
"U.S. News" ranking is a
significant achievement
for the University.
'"The U.S. News and
World Report' is the
most respected ranking
that's out there," Carter
said. "It literally puts us
in a class of our own
compared to the other
schools in the state."
"U.S . News" also
ranked Murray State in
its best vahte category.
"Great Schools at Great
Prices." "U.S. News"
determines the best values by considering the
schools' ratio of quality
to price, percentage of
students who receive
financial aid and the
average discount.
"It's an integral part of
our promotion of the
University,'' Carter said.
"It's very important for

prospective students and
their parents to look at
the quality of whaf
they're paying for."
.•
Carter said Murray
State receives this ranking year after year
because of qualities such
a!\ class size. faculty and
student resources, commitment of alumni and
faculty-to-student ratio.
"U.S. News looks for
the same things we have
always taken pride in."
Carter said.
Don Robertson. Student Affairs vice president, attributes Murray
State's ranking to its
"highly qualified and
dedicated faculty and
staff."
''The fact that a very
respected, outside group
ranked us a top university in the south reflects
highly on the faculty and
staff, and on your degree
when you leave here,"
Robertson said. "The No.
I reason we receive this
ranking is the people that
are here. "
Carter said the ranking
reflects Murray State's
high :.tanding in the academic community.
"I believe our University for some time has
been looked at as a high quality product," Carter
said. "Our education
stands toe-to-toe with
some of the best universities in the nation. Our
graduates tell us that
again and again."
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MIDKAN fOOD & Dllii&NDln(HII
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Affiliate of Parker Ford lincoln Mercury
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We've moved!!!
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MCC Paducah

728 Tennessee St.
Paducah, KY 42001
(Corner of Tennessee & 8th Street)
Services: Sunday - 11 am & 7pm
Bible study Wednesday 7pm

(ORie fo file New Mlml'f lol1fton luetdi'f, Od.ll

Ierner oiiOfh & &nadia <belllnd Howle lheafre)
{JJf)) JtCJ-SHfi

Rev. Lillian Ferguson, Pastor: (270) 443-3339

~

Local: (270) 753-6361

Metropolitan Community Church • All Welcome!!
Serving the "GLBT" Community

How Banking Should Be

13 miles south of Murray on Hwy. 121 near Paris Landing

Now op•n

sundays o Noon 901·232·8323
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